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(General Laws, Chapter 3, Section 61)

Section 61. The bureau shall make suchreports to the council as are
required by it. The council may report from time to time to the general
court and shall make an annual report in writing to the general court by
filing a copy of the same with the clerk of the house of representatives
on or before the second Wednesday of November in each year.
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To the Honorable Senate ami House of Representatives:

LA DIES AND GENTLEMEN: We have the honor to submit the
Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of theLegislative Research Council and
Bureau. This annual report must be submitted to the Clerk of the
House of Representatives on or before the second Wednesday of
November under the terms of General Laws, chapter 3, section 61.

Respectfully submitted.
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Sen. ANNA P. BUCKLEY of Plymouth, Chairperson
Rep. ROBERT D. McNEIL of Leicester, House Chairman
Sen. JOSEPH B. WALSH of Suffolk
Sen. JOHN F. PARKER of Bristol
Sen. PETER C. WEBBER of Berkshire
Rep. WILLIAM J. FLYNN, Jr., of Hanover
Rep. WILLIAM P. NAGLE, Jr., of Northampton
Rep. JOSEPH M. NAVIN of Marlborough
Rep. IRIS K. HOLLAND of Longmeadow
Rep. SHERMAN W. SALTMARSH, Jr., of Winchester
Rep. BRUCE N. FREEMAN of Chelmsford
Rep. CHARLES N. DECAS of Wareham

fKfje Commontoealtf) of ifla£dacf)U£ett£

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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National Legislative Research Movement
The Legislative Research Council and Bureau are part of a nation-

wide movement, beginning in Kansas and Wisconsin in the early 19305,
which provides important research assistance to state legislatures. The
post-World II period witnessed accelerated developments in this area
and now less thanhalf a dozen states are without legislative councils or
very similar agencies.

Usually functioning as bipartisan joint legislative research commit-
tees, the councils prepare research information during and between
sessions to assist their legislatures on a broad variety of problems. The
average membership consists of 15 to 20 legislators; in Nebraska,
Pennsylvania and South Dakota every legislator is a member. In these
states, the responsibility for establishing policy is vested in an Execu-
tive Board or Executive Committee composed of a dozen or so
members. Many states provide for ex officio status for presiding
officers of the legislature (including Lieutenant Governors who preside
over the Senate) and the specific inclusion of majority and minority
leaders of both branches in the council membership.

The councils rely on permanent research staffs comparable to our
Research Bureau to prepare comprehensive, wholly factual reports on
assigned subjects. A large majority include recommendations with or
without actual drafts of legislation to implement their research
findings.

By statute, the Legislative Research Council is limited to the prepa-
ration of formal research output. However, in many states legislative
councils are assigned other additional responsibilities such as bill
drafting, code revision, bill and session law summaries and fiscal
review.

Commontoealtf) of iflaggacfjustetts;

TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL AND BUREAU

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
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Valuable Exchange of Data
Each year the research agencies in most of the states request research

information and otherassistance on legislative matters. These requests
are always given careful attention by this Research Bureau. Conse-
quently, the Bureau not only receives copies of the resultant, useful
reports of other research agencies, but their help is forthcoming when
we ask assistance, particularly in the preparation of each year’s group
of recess reports assigned by the General Court.

The professional and personal cooperation of other council staffs
makes available the assistance in nearly every state of experienced
research personnel. Thus, the Commonwealth is the beneficiary of a
broad scope of knowledge and experience that could be duplicated
only at a great cost.

ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE
Statutory Background

The Massachusetts Legislative Research Council and Bureau were
created by statute 29 years ago (G.L.c.3,55.56-61, as amended;
reprinted as Appendix B). This statute provides that the Research
Bureau shall function wholly on a fact-finding basis without authority
to make recommendations. However, there appears to be no prohibi-
tion either in the enabling statute, other laws or legislative rules which
would prevent the Council from proposing legislation based on the
data contained in a Bureau report.

Of the present Council membership of 12 legislators, the President
of the Senate designates the four Senators annually, one of them as
Chairperson of the Council. Similarly, the Speaker annually appoints
eight members of the House of Representatives, one of them as House
Chairman. The statute provides for “holdover" membership pending
the formal reappointment of either the present members, or the
appointment of their successors. The appointees must be divided
equally between the two major political parties. The Council serves
directly under the General Court but the House and Senate Counsels
have ruled in a joint opinion that Joint Rule IA, requiring public
meetings of legislative committees unless a majority of committee
members vote otherwise, does not apply to the Council. Council
members receive no additional pay, but are reimbursed for necessary
expenses.

CHAPTER IE
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By law, the Council determines “all policies with respect to a legisla-
tive research program... (of).. .statistical research and fact-finding...”
For this purpose, it is directed to appoint a Legislative Research
Bureau staff, consisting of a qualified Director and professional and
clerical assistants, all outside the regular State Civil Service system. As
a minimum, candidates for employment in Bureau professional posi-
tions must be either college graduates or holders of a J.D. (Juris
Doctor) degree. Such staffers are hired as “generalists” although in the
selection process more favorable consideration is given to prospects
with training and/or experience in such disciplines as political science,
history, pre-legal, economics, business administration and journalism.
The compensation of Bureau employees is determined by the Council,
subject to the approval of the Committees on Rules of the two branches
acting concurrently.

Among other responsibilities, the statute requires the Legislative
Research Bureau to assist individual legislators, legislative committees
and recess commissions with “statistical research or fact-finding in
connection with proposed legislation or other matters pertaining to the
functions of the general court. ”Unless they decide otherwise, expiring
legislative study groups are required to submit their papers and records
to the Bureau, which shall discard worthless material and forward the
residue to the State Library (G.L.c.3,5.60).

Council Membership and Bureau Staff
Several changes occurred in the Council membership in the past

year. Senators Buckley, Walsh and Parker were reappointed to the
Council and Senator Peter C. Webber succeeded former Senator
Robert Hall, who did not seek re-election in 1982.

On February 10, 1983, Representative Robert D. McNeil was ele-
vated to the position of House Chairman, succeeding former Repre-
sentative Michael J. Lombardi who failed of re-election. On the same
date, the remaining House members who served in 1982 were reap-
pointed by the Speaker, and Representative Joseph M. Navin of
Marlborough was chosen to fill the vacant position.

During the past year, three personnel changes occurred within the
professional staff section of the Bureau. Effective November 30, 1982,
the Council discharged Junior Research Assistant Anthony L. Ven-
tresca because of unsatisfactory work performance. Junior Research
Assistant Arthur F. Cronk resigned from the Bureau on May 1 and
Robert E. England was appointed to this vacancy on August 29, 1983.
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Presently, the Bureau staff consists of the following;
Daniel M. O’Sullivan of Quincy
Robert D. Webb of Medford
James Hugh Powers of Needham
Francis E. Sweeney of Milton
Michael A. Nazzaro, Jr.,

Director
Assistant Director
Principal Research Assistant
Public Information Officer .
Senior Research Assistant

..

of Boston
Paul M. Murphy of Brockton
Charles R. Ring of Sharon
Joseph J. Semensi of Randolph
Maribeth Moran of Somerville
Robert E. England of Boston
Marilyn M. Doherty of Boston

Legal Counsel
Research Assistant
Research Assistant
Junior Research Assistant
Junior Research Assistant
Research Librarian
Administrative Assistant

Agnes Ann Dziak of Boston
Theresa E. Conway of Milton
Patricia M. O’Brien of Somerville

to Director
Principal Secretary
Secretary

Temporary Consultants. The recruitment of consultants or other
special personnel is influenced by the number, scope, and nature of the
recess assignments mandated by the Legislature. No consultants were
engaged during the period covered by this report.

Council and Bureau Finances.
Budgets of $6,000 for the Council and $468,672 for the Bureau are

being requested for fiscal 1985.
Major expenses chargeable to the Council account result from (a)

bimonthly Council meetings, (b) attendance of Council members at the
annual National Conference ofState Legislatures (NCSL) convention,
and (c) participation of members in regional meetings and conferences
of research and other governmental groups throughout the country.
Because the 1984 NCSL meeting is being held in Boston, the normal
expenses for travel, lodging and the like will not be incurred, thus
permitting a reduction in the current Council appropriation of $9,000.

An increase of $20,000 in the Bureau budget funding is necessary to
meet (I) the cost of salary adjustments, (2) larger expenditures for rent,
supplies and other administrative costs and (3) the cost of new office
equipment.
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BUREAU WORK PROGRAM
Two Major Activities

The output of the Research Bureau is generated by (1) research
assignments and (2) research requests, which are discussed separately
below. Research assignments reflect the major studies which the
General Court annually requires be made in depth of specified sub-
jects. The reports become printed legislative documents which serve as
reference sources during the period over which the data has current
value. They present only factual material.

The second major aspect of the Bureau’s work program consists of
meeting research requests from individual legislators, legislative com-
mittees and special commissions, and from public and private agencies
and individuals, both within and outside the state. Bureau staff
responses to some of these requests are oral, and may be supplemented
by gift or loan of related research data. By far, they take the form of
more “substantial” though brief typed letters of memoranda. In some
cases, however, these “substantial” reports may run to 50 or more
pages in length.

Research Assignments
Orders mandating research assignments are adopted from time to

time during each session as the General Court decides there is a need
for further information to assist in theresolution of complex issues and
questions. Individual legislative directives establish due dates for the
printed reports, usually just before or after the convening of the next
legislative session. Occasionally, the General Court requires comple-
tion of a study late in the same session.

Research Assignments Since 1955. The following Table I lists by
year the number of research assignments which the General Court has
directed the Council to undertake.

CHAPTER HI.
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TABL
Year of Number of
Report Reports

1956 10
1957 14
1958 14
1959 7
1960 9

1961 12
1962 12
1963 6
1964 II
1965 14

1966 13
1967 II
1968 12
1969 9
1970 12
1971 8
1972 10
1973 9
1974 8
1975

1976 4
1977 5
1978 4
1979 5
1980 6

1981
1982 4
1983 5
1984

TOTA 1 251

•ports, hut includes major reports which were initially prepared on the basis ofresearch
d by theGeneral Court as numbered legislative documents bee

.t Ihe 1983 total of five includes the Bureau's 355-page mimeographedreport o
ibli hich as ol the date of this report has not appeared in print

A ibutiCouncil studies relative ticlion in the current legislative session are pos:

upport mechanisms provided by business inte eferenda qu

Hartley-! ox firearms statute; (3) the legality of sc and (4abilus clauses in statint

aI

E I. Research Assignments by General Court, 1955-1984'
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These printed reports have a continuing value and occasionally the
Legislature has directed the Council to update them to reflect current
developments. Requests for copies are received from members of the
General Court, elected officials, other sources, both public and private,
throughout the country, and from governmental officers in foreign
nations. The demand for some of them has reduced the inventory to a
few copies, and they are therefore available only on a loan basis.
Moreover, because of the conversion of Bureau storage area at the
State House to other purposes and the limited space available at the
Bureau office, the Bureau can maintain only a small inventory of
reports issued from 1956 through 1966, Consequently, interested par-
ties may secure these documents on a loan basis only. Such reports are
identified by an asterisk in Appendix A.

Reports ofPast Year. To date, the Council has filed two reports in
the current session, which were mandated by legislative order. The
first, a9l-page document, dealt with user fees and charges (House, No.
6120); the second, containing 110 pages, examined the issue of business
and plant closings (Senate, No. 2162). A study on the protection of
child witnesses and parties injudicial proceedings relative to physical
and sexual abuse which was assigned by the Legislature last December
is scheduled for completion later this month. Lastly, because of the
staff member’s preoccupation with priority requests of legislative lead-
ers and committee chairmen (the Initiative proposal on legislative
reform, changes in legislative rules and the telecasting of House ses-
sions, among others), the submission of the report on legislative over-
sight of administrative agencies’ rules and regulations has been
deferred until late December.
New Research Assignments

As of the date of this annual report, only three recess assignments
have been directed by the current General Court for submission in the
1984 session: (1) Special problems of the elderly in court proceedings

A(House, No. 6004); (2) Legislative oversight of independent and off-
-budget agencies (House, No. 6624); and (3) Election of judges (House,

No. 6625).
Awaiting final action in the current session are proposed Council

studies dealing with such subjects as (1) the effectiveness of the Bartley-
Fox firearms law; (2) the expenditure of funds by business interests to
promote or defeat referenda questions; (3) legality of severability
clauses in statutes; and (4) sexual discrimination in employment.
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Research Requests
Responding to the numerous research requests received from all

sources, beyond the above assignments made by General Court, is
another important activity of the Research Bureau. Research requests
are received throughout the year but this activity takes on a greater
dimension when the General Court is in session and when legislators
and legislative committees are most likely to seek assistance. Another
work peak occurs annually when legislators seek Bureau help during
the weeks before the early November deadline when their proposals
must be prefiled for the next session.

These research requests are divided and discussed below on the two
bases of (I) substantial requests, requiring the preparation of several
pages of mimeographed or typed material, with a few resultant reports
often ranging up to many times that length; and (2) “spot” requests,
which require only limited research activity, or may be answered
orally, or which can be serviced by quick assembly of printed matter
from which the inquirer can obtain information.

This division into two types of requests is provided to indicate the
amount of research effort involved. It must be remembered that some
“substantial” requests require more effort than do others in the same
category. Moreover, “substantial” requests require far more research
than “spot” requests.

The following tabulation indicates the number of “substantial" and
“spot” requests which the Bureau has serviced since 1957. Those resul-
tant reports dating from 1967 which seem to have sufficient general
interest are included in Appendix A of this document.
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TABLE 2. Annual "Substantial"and “Spot
Research Requests, 1957-1983

“Substantial” “Spot”
Year

1957 90 74
1958 81 90
1959 80 57
1960 68 151
1961 69 242
1962 57 189
1963 75 246
1964 62 218
1965 112 247
1966 76 326
1967 65 504
1968 63 466
1969 71 559
1970 55 592
1971 74 785
1972 73 817
1973 47 766
1974 47 949
1975 40 901
1976 30 707
1977 53 932
1978 41 716
1979 41 809
1980 49 800
1981 42 896
1982 32 715
1983 50 659

Origin of Research Requests. The following Table 3 shows the
source of the above total of 50 “substantial” and 659 “spot” requests
met during the past twelve months. The first two footnotes list those
members of the General Court who requested research assistance on

RequestsRequests
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one or more occasions. The third footnote indicates that a legislative
council or legislative service agency in every state, with the exception of
the states noted, sought Bureau assistance during the year.

TABLE 3. Origin of “Substantial"and "Spot" Research Requests

“Substantial” “Spot”
Source of Requests Requests Requests
Legislators:

Senators 1 26 61
Representatives 2 17 165

Massachusetts Agencies (State and Local) 1 72
Out-of-State Research Agencies 3 145
Miscellaneous;

Governmental 3 20
Civic, Professional and Educational 3 61
Newspapers, Radio and TV 31
Individuals and Firms 104

Total 50 659

I. Senators; Bulger, Amick, Atkins. Bachrach, Bolling. Buckley. D’Amico, Foley, Fonseca. Harold. Kirby
Kraus. Lewis, Locke, Macl ean. McGovern. McKinnon. Melconian, Olver. Padula, Parker. Reilly. Shea
Timilty, Walsh and Webber

Angelo, Bassett. Bickford. Bolling. Brett, Browne
Collins. Constantino. Corazzini. Costa, DeFilipj

Representatives: McGee, L.R. Alexander, Amble
Businger, Cahir, Gaboon, Canavan, Caron, Coh Corazzini. Costa, DeFilippi
DeNucci, Doran, Emilio, Finneran, C.F. Flaherty, M.F. Flaherty, Flynn. Freeman. Galvin. Gibson. B. E.
Gray, Guernsey. Hayes, Flealy, Hermann, Hicks, Holland. Howe. Hynes, Jakubowicz, Jordan. Kchoe,
Kennedy. Keverian, Mann, Marotta, R.D. McNeil. Metayer. Moore. Morrissey. Murray. Nagle. Nelson,
Norton, Paleologos, Parcnte, Poirier. Robinson. Rouse. Ruane, Rushing. Saggese. Schur. Scibclli. Serra.
Silva, Switzler, Tucker, Vigneau. Wetherbee. T.P. White and W. P Wh

Louisiana, Mississippi. South Carolina, T3. All slates except Alabama, Alaska. Arkansas. Id
Virginia.

Issues such as capital punishment, recall of local government offi-
cials, the Initiative and Referendum process, legislative rules and
procedure and taxation spawned the more common requests for
research from members of the General Court.

The more frequent requests from all other sources related to (a)
welfare fraud, (b) legislative veto of administrative regulations, (c) the
nuclear freeze, (d) worker safety and (e) drunk driving. In addition to
the written requests in the above instances and in other governmental
areas which require substantive research output, the Bureau receives
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many telephone calls principally from out-of-state sources, relative to
the status of pending legislation.

“Substantial” Requests. Appendix A of this report contains a
cumulative list of all those printed, mimeographed and typed reports
issued by the Council and Bureau which seem to have sufficient impor-
tance to merit such treatment. To facilitate use of the cumulative list,
items are grouped chronologically within the major subject areas
mrinted at the top of the Appendix.

In last year’s Annual Report, several changes were made in the
format and content of Appendix A. Minor typewritten reports issued
prior to 1967, with the exception of those subjects which continue to
merit legislative attention, for example, apportionment and legislative
oversight of administrative rules, were removed. Approximately 5Vi
file drawers of such documents were transferred to the custody of the
Archives Division of the Secretary of State, where they may be exam-
ined by interested parties.

Two categories have been restructured - “Labor” has become
“Labor and Professions” and “Personnel Administration” has been
changed to “Public Employment”. These latter changes are expected to
improve reader identification of specific reports sought in those par-
ticular fields.

To illustrate the varied nature of these substantive reports, some of
the current items which were added to Appendix A this year are listed
below.
Lethal Injection Method ofCapital Punishment. (11/19/82; I p. typed

& end., 11/23/82; I p. typed & end.).
Powers and Duties of Justices of the Peace. (11/22/82; 7 pp. typed &

end.).
Nuclear Plants and Low-Level Radioactive Waste Facilities

(11/29/82; 10 pp. mimeo.)
Mass. Welfare Fraud Statute. (12/1/82; I p. typed; 12/15/82; I p.

Jk typed & end.).
Brockton Senators and Representatives (1883-1983). (1/24/83; 7 pp.

typed).
States' Practices re Settlement of Delinquent Personal Income Taxes.

(1/25/83; 1 p. typed and 4 pp. typed table).
Handicapped Drivers'"Placard System. ”(1/31/83; 1 p. typed &encl.)
Motor Vehicle “Lemon” Laws. (2/15/83; ! p. typed & end.).
Lawyer-Legislators in the General Court. (2/18/83; 2 pp typed).
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Employee Suggestion Award Programs. (3/10/83; 2 pp. typed &

end.).

Impact of Higher Drinking Age. (3/15/83; 1 p. typed & end.).
Regulation and Taxation of Video Games. (3/21/83; folder of

materials).
Casino Gambling. (4/13/83; 355 pp. mimeo.).
Initiative and Referendum Provisions in Mass. Municipal Charters

(4/26/83; 13 pp. memeo.). \

State Laws re Restricting Tinted Windshields. (5/17/83; 1 p. typed &

end.).
Local Housing Authority Membership and the Home Rule Amend-

ment. (6/29/83; 5 pp. typed).
Statutory Citations re iMndlord/ Tenant. (7/13/83; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

Mass. Initiative and Referendum Procedures. (7/15/83; 3 pp. typed).
States' Statutes re Taxation of Credit Unions. (7/19/83; I p. typed &

end.).
Limitation on Legislative Proposals. (7/19/83; 5 pp. typed & end.)
Impact ofU. S. Supreme Court Decision on Mass. Congressional Dis-

tricts. 3 pp. mimeo.).
Statutory Legislative Rules and Procedures. (8/17/83; 17 pp. mimeo;

10/13/83; 5 pp. typed).
Constitutional and Legal Issues re the Use ofthe Initiativefor Legisla-

tive Rules. (8/26/83; 12 pp. mimeo.).
Congressional Rules and Federal Statutes. (8/26/83; 3 pp. typed;

10/4/83; 3 pp. typed).
Appointments by “Lame Duck "Mayor. (8/26 83; 1 p. typed & end.).
Local Recall in Mass. (8/29/83; 2 pp. typed.)
Interest on Rental Security Deposits. (9/7/83; I p. typed & end.)
North Carolina Legislative Rules and Procedures. (9/1/83; 3 pp

typed).
Local "Information to Voters" Pamphlets. (9/13 83; 14 pp. mimeo.).
Judicial Opinions re Legislative Procedures and Rules. (10 18/83;

pp. mimeo.).
Legislative Rules and Procedures 1978 Opinion of the Justices

(10/20/83; 2 pp. typed & end., and 5 pp. typed).
Statutory and Case Interpretation of"Form" vs. "Substance

(10/20/83; 4 pp. typed).
Flexible Working Hours for State Employees. (10/27/ 83; Ip. typed &

end.).
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Beyond such examples there are other cases where no written record
in the form of a “substantial” report has been forthcoming. Neverthe-
less, the extent of the assistance rendered (for example, frequent and
extended conferences with committee chairmen and their staffs) war-
rants its classification as more than a “spot” request in the above
tabulations.

Assistance to Committees and Commissions
Various forms of research and related assistance were provided to

special legislative committees and standing committees in the past
year.

From March of this year to mid October, Principal Research Assist-
ant James H. Powers logged approximately 76 hours of work in behalf
of the Special House Committee on Television and Broadcasting of
House Sessions. This effort is reflected in the staff member’s attend-
ance at various committee meetings, thereview of pertinent documents
and the development of research data, notably a 31 page document
relating to United States Senate and Congressional rules and regula-
tions governing the telecasting of the sessions and committee meetings
of both bodies.

On February I, the Special Committee on the Operation of the
Senate received 10 copies of the Council report titled Legislative
Carry-Over Procedures and Alternatives (House, No. 5911 of 1979)
and other research output to assist it in its deliberations. On April 28,
17 copies of the above document were forwarded to a special House

committee charged with similar responsibilities. However, since that
date the Bureau has been called upon to provide only limited research
assistance to the House committee.

Since July 12, the Bureau has been providing substantial research
assistance to the legislative leadership, particularly in the Senate,
relative to Initiative Petition (No. 83-14) which seeks to amend various
legislative rules by statute. Approximately 80 percent of the time of the
Bureau’s senior researchers (Assistant Director Robert D. Webb and
Principal Research Assistant James H. Powers), about 30 percent of
the Director’s time, and lesser time of selected Bureau staffers has been
devoted to acquiring data and information relative to the legal suffi-
ciency ofthe petition. Approximately 100 pages of research output has
been prepared to date on this issue. In addition to the written output.
Bureau staffers have provided relevant information in conferences and
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meetings with members of the Senate President’s staff, the President’s
counsel, other legislative officials, the counsel to the House Speaker
and representatives of the Attorney General’s office.

Throughout the legislative session, staff members attend public
hearings of legislative committees within their areas of work and
specialization. When bills which are related to past Council reports are
assigned for hearings, a copy of that report is sent to each member of
the committee. Thus, members of the Joint Committee on Taxation
had on hand copies of the Council report titled Site Value Taxation
(House. No. 6075 of 1980) as it considered legislative measures on this
score. On August 18, copies of the Council document relative to voting
by prisoners and the mentally ill (House, No. 5360 of 1975) were sent to
the Committee on Elections in the wake of a Supreme Judicial Court
decision obligating the Legislature to devise a voterregistration system
for eligible inmates of penal institutions.

Quality of Council and Bureau Research
As in the past, the excellence of the Council and Bureau research

output continues to draw acclaim and commendation from legislators,
governmental officials, academicians and a variety of other sources.

After reviewing the Bureau’s 355-page report on casino gambling
which he had requested the Bureau to prepare. Senator Alan R.
McKinnon of Weymouth in correspondence of April 27, 1983 to the
Bureau Director stated:

1 am writing to thank you, Robert Webb and Charles
Ring for the tremendous job you did in preparing the Legis-
lative Research Bureau Report Relative to Casino Gam-
bling dated April 13, 1983. It is obvious that you have made
an enormous effort to gather information from every possi-
ble source and to pursue all the pertinent issues and
questions.

The result is a thoroughly researched and well-balanced
report that is clear, well-written, and of great substance.

1 am grateful to you for your efforts and hard work

Mr. John Bonsall, State Government Relations Manager for the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, comments as follows
in an August 24 letter to the Director:

Thank you for furnishing me with a copy of the Bureau’s
report on plant closings. And my kudos on a project excep-
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tionally well done. In fact, 1 brought your report to the
attention of other officers of AT&T for their review.

As to the Bureau’s assistance in the assembly of research and the
development of arguments in the litigation relative to Initiative Peti-
tion (83-14) which proposes changes in legislative rules, Senate Presi-
dent William M. Bulger writes as follows in a November 8, 1983 letter
to the Bureau Director:

Please accept my deepest gratitude for the special effort
made by yourself and your staff, especially Bob Webb and
Jim Powers, over recent weeks in helping prepare a proper
presentation of our arguments for the upcoming case before
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. The informa-
tion that you provided was of immeasurable value to our
case. Once again, I am very appreciative ofall ofyour efforts
to make this project a success.

Lastly, similar views had been expressed by Attorney John M.
Mullen, the Senate President’s counsel, in correspondence of October
28, 1983:

I enclose three copies of the brief of the defendant-
intervenor in the above-entitled case.

However the case may come out, I consider it only
appropriate at this time to acknowledge the invaluable con-
tributions of you and the members of your staff.

Council Check List Letters
Check list letters are issued from time to time by the Council to

inform members of the General Court of (a) the research assignments
being prepared, or recently completed, in response to legislative direc-
tives, and (b) recent Bureau research output. Check list letters are also
sent to approximately 250 individuals and groups throughout the

•
country.

1 he Bureau provides the State Library with two copies of the Bureau
output appearing on the overside of the check list. This material is
inserted in a special binder which is on file in the Library’s Legislative
Reference Section. By scanning the research reports on deposit, legis-
lators can determine whether a particular report meets their needs.
This method gears the distribution of documents to a “need” basis and
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eliminates the costly and time-consuming photocopying of material
which is in short supply, or which may be of little interest to the
lawmaker.

Distribution of Printed Reports
Of the 400 printed copies of each Council report, about 140 are

inserted in annual binders, which are discussed below. The remainder
constitutes the reserve from which the Bureau services various legisla-
tive needs and fulfills requests for specific reports from agencies and
individuals, both within and without the Commonwealth. Requests
for printed reports (and mimeographed and typed output) originate
from (a) the Council’s check list letter announcements; (b) newpaper
discussions of Council reports and Bureau output; and (c) references to
the latter documents in bibliographical and special legislative informa-
tional services.

In the past year, 300 requests were made for copies of 67 Council
reports. A total of 401 copies were distributed. Governmental, civic
and out-of-state legislative agencies accounted for 201 requests (670
and colleges, universities and public libraries for 41 (13.7%). The
balance of the requests, 58 or (19.3%), came from individual citizens
and private sources. The report titled Gubernatorial Executive Orders
(House, No. 6557 of 1981)generated the most requests (25). as it did in
1982. Recall of Local Officials (House, No. 5690 of 1979) ranked

second (17 requests) and was followed by the report titled Site Value
Taxation (House, No. 6075 of 1980) which accounted for 15 requests.

Binders of Reports
Binders which contain printed copies of each Council report filed in

the session are sent each year to (a) legislative leaders and major
committee chairmen, (b) other interested legislators, (c) key legislative
staff, (d) editors of metropolitan papers and members of the State
House media corps, (e) college libraries and (f) central libraries in the
Commonwealth’s major cities and selected towns. Approximately 140
binders are distributed in this fashion.

Binders arc also sent to the Legislature’s Sergeant-at-Arms for
placement in each legislative committee room. Thus, legislators have
on hand both the most recent and past Council output to assist them in
their committee work.
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Index of Special Reports
Of valuable aid to legislators, government administrators, political

scientists and professional researchers are the data appearing in the
reports prepared by the Legislative Research Council, various com-
missions, special committees, state executive agencies and other study
groups at the direction of the General Court. To publicize the availabil-
ity of this material, the Bureau and State Library in 1966 joined in the
preparation of an index of reports issued since the turn of the century
(House, No. 3838 of 1966). New editions consolidating in a single
volume the annotations appearing in the annual supplements were
published in 1973(House, No. 3838) and in 1979 (House, No. 6161). A
third supplement to House. No. 6161 containing citations to reports
filed in the 1982 legislative session was issued in April of this year.

During the course of the year, the Bureau receives many publica-
tions which describe various developments on the governmental scene.
When articles contain data on certain executive, legislative or judicial
action in which some members of the General court are known to have
special interest, verifax copies thereof are sent to the respective
members. Illustrative ofactivity on this score are the numerous excerpts
taken from the Education Commission of States’ publications, the
monthly bulletin ofthe Motor Vehicle Administrators Association, the
Status report of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Incentive
Taxation , a bi-monthly publication on real property taxation, and the
National Civic Review.

The National Conference of State Legislatures and the Council of
State Governments mail many of their publications directly to state
legislators. These documents inform the members of current legisla-
tive, governmental and related developments throughout the nation,
and the legislators frequently request the Bureau to obtain additional
information on these matters.

National Meetings
The Council and Bureau were represented at the Annual Meeting of

the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) which took

CHAPTER IV.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

Governmental Action Publications
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place in San Antonio, Texas in early August. (Boston will be the site of
the 1984 conference). Seminars and panels which were of special
interest to Council members and Bureau staffers considered such
subjects as (1) legislative operations, (2) state and local revenue alter-
natives. (3) the Initiative and Referendum process, (4) political cam-
paign financing, (5) local education and (6) sex discrimination in
employment. Columnist Robert Novak, Economist Charles L.
Schult/c and the Honorable William Brock, U.S. Trade Representa-
tive, delivered highly informative addresses at the luncheon meetings.

Two Council members serve on NCSL committees Senator Anna
P. Buckley, Council Chairperson, on the Legislative Management
Committee and Senator Joseph B. Walsh on the Transportation Sub-
committee of the State-Federal Assembly.

Orientation for New Legislators
Last January, the Council and Bureau assisted the Joint Committee

on Rules in the organization of a series of orientation sessions for the
28 new members of the General Court. Copies of the Council’s Annual
Report and the Index of Special Reports were distributed to the new
legislators. Senator John F. Parker served as a member of a panel
dealing with the realities of legislative life and the Bureau Director
explained the functions of the Council and Bureau as a panelist on a
seminar which highlighted legislative services and resources.
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(Includes all major reports since 1955 and substantive minor reports
since 1967. *Asterisked items are available on loan only.)

NOTE; This listing groups similar printed, mimeographed, and
typed Council reports under the following major headlines in chrono-
logical order of preparation. The titles of all printed reports appear in
capital letters.
Administrative Management Housing, Planning & Urban
Agriculture & Natural Resources Affairs
Apportionment Human Services
Constitutional Judiciary and Legal Profession
Economics, Insurance & Business Labor and Professions
Education and Libraries Law Enforcement
Elections Legislature
General Reference Motor Vehicles
Government-County Public Employment
Government-Local (City & Town) Public Finance A Taxation
Government-Municipal Home Rule Public Works
Government-State Recreation
Health & Hospitals Transportation

Administrative Management

�OPEN MEETINGS OF STATE AND LOCAL BOARDS AND COM-
MISSIONS. (H, 2690; 2/4/57; 104 pp. printed.)

�EXCERPTS FROM EXTENDED COUNCI L REPORT, TITLED: “TH E
PRINTING AND SALE OF STATE DOCUMENTS.” (H. 2696;
3 1 18/59; 29 pp. printed.)

CUMULATIVE LIST OF IMPORTANT RESEARCH
COUNCIL REPORTS.

APPENDIX A.

Legislative review of administrative agency regulations. (3/25 60; 2 pp.
typed; 3/28/63; 6 pp. typed; 6/11/68; 19pp. mimeo; I / 23/75; 2 pp. typed;
8/22/75; 2 pp. typed & end.; 10/25/76; I p. typed & end.; I /26 77;2pp.
typed; 8/11/77; I p. typed and end.; 10/18/78; 5 pp. typed & end.)

Reorganization of Department of Public Works. (10/9/63; 32 pp. mimeo.)
Powers of Mass. Executive (Gov.) Council. (4/2/62; 10pp. mimeo; 4/16/64;

55 pp. mimeo; 2/15/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
�EXECUTIVE BRANCH REORGANIZATION. (S. 948; 2/8/65; 103 pp

printed.)
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�EXTENSION OFTIME FOR GUBERNATORIAL ACTIONS ON BILLS
AND RESOLVES. (S. 667; 1/31/66; 17 pp. printed.)

Mass, income tax administration. (4/3/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, racial imbalance law. (7/24/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Centralized authority for data processing system. (7/1/68; 6 pp. mimeo.)
Validation of acts of notaries. (1/13/69; I p. typed.)
State personal property inventory practices. (4/29/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
Budget process. (9/12/69; 2 pp. typed.)
Executive reorganization. (10/7/69; 2 pp. typed & end.; 3/4/75; 1 p. typed &

end.)

Selected aspects of Mass. Health, Welfare and Retirement Trust Fund
administration. (8/4/70; 3 pp. typed.)

Appointment of probation officers. (3/2/71; I p. typed & end.)
California Executive Branch reorganization. (3/29/71; 5 pp. typed.)
Appointive powers of police and fire chiefs. (6/8/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR. (S

1224; 12/29/71; 53 pp. printed.)
Suspension of statutes or rules. (2/18/72; I p. typed.)
State purchase of recycled paper. (2/18/72; 3 pp. typed.)
Commemoration of public figures. (5/4/72; 1 p. typed.)
Mass, municipalities with purchasing agents. (5/24/72; 2 pp. mimeo.)
A STANDARD ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT FOR LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS. (H. 6009; 1/31/73; 82 pp. printed.)
Workload of Housing Appeals Committee. (11/8/73; 3 pp. typed.)
NEWSPAPER PUBLICATION OF PUBLIC NOTICES AND LEGAL

ADVERTISEMENTS. (H. 5341; 2/13/74; 82 pp, printed.)
A STATE OMBUDSMAN. (H. 5392; 1/22/75; 81 pp. printed.)
Mass. Energy Policy Office. (4/16/75; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Human service programs conflict with federal regulations. (9 18 75; 2 pp

typed.)
The Architectural Barriers Board. (6/21/76; 1 p. typed.)
Selection of Comptrollers. (12/14/77; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Statutory authority of the Mass. Historical Commission. (3 13/78; I p

typed & end.)
A CEN I RAI IZED ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM. (H

5759; 5/3/78; 81 pp. printed.)
Preservation of campaign finance records. (6/26/78; 1 p. typed.)
Open textbook adoption system. (7/17/79; I p. typed & questionnaire.)
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FISCAL IMPACT OF STATE ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS.
(H. 5954; 2/13/80; 50 pp. printed.)

Financial impact of administrative regulations. (4/27/80; 2 pp. typed.)
GUBERNATORIAL EXECUTIVE ORDERS. (H. 6557; 4/3/81; 164 pp

printed.)
Confirmation of executive nominations. (7/28/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, state boards with community input for nominations. (5/11 /82; 2pp

typed.)
Legislative veto. (10/12/82; 2 pp. typed and end; 10/14/82; 2 pp. typed and

end.)

States’ practices re settlement of delinquent personal income taxes
(1/25/83; I p. typed & 4 pp. table.)

Appointments by “lame duck” mayor. (8/26/83; I p. typed & end.)
LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF AGENCY REGULATIONS AND

RULES. (H. 5313 (1981); report due 12/28/83.)
LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT OF INDEPENDENT AGENCIES. (H

6624; report due 4/11 / 84.)

Agriculture and Natural Resources
�RIGHTS TO SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE WATER IN MASS. (S

695; 2/13/57; 128 pp. printed.)
�STATE LICENSING AND CONTROL OF THE USE OFTIDELANDS

(H. 2627; 1/26/59; 42 pp. printed.)
�AIR POLLUTION IN THE METROPOLITAN BOSTON AREA. (S. 495;

2/5/60; 52 pp. printed.)
REMOVAL, FILLING AND DREDGING CERTAIN COASTAL

AREAS. (S. 887; 12/30/64; 31 pp. printed.)
�HARBOR REGULATIONS. (S. 1234; 11 /15/65; 119 pp. printed.)
�WATER SHORTAGE AND INDUSTRIAL WATER USE AND REUSE

(S. 930; 4/27/66; 163 pp. printed.)
A MASSACHUSETTS FISHING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. (H

4638; 12/27/66; 60 pp. printed.)
HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION AND ABANDONED VEHICLES. (S

1239; 3/29/67; 128 pp. printed.)
MIGRATORY LABOR. (S. 1303; 5/31/67; 53 pp. printed.)
Outdoor advertising regulation in Massachusetts. (6/19/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, outdoor advertising licenses and permits issued 1944-66. (7/28/67, 1

p. typed.)
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Regulation of billboards along federally-aided highways. (10/9/67; 5 pp.
typed.)

Shellfish purification costs. (2/6/68; 1 p. typed & end.; 4/22/68; 1 p.
mimeo.)

Protection of wetlands and beaches. (7/11/68; 2 pp. typed.)
State programs re thoroughbred horsebreeding. (2/24/69; 11 pp. typed &

ends.)
Labeling of imported fish. (6/9/69; I p. typed & end.)
ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND (H.5107; 2/20/70; 40 pp

printed.)
State and federal air and water pollution legislation 1965-70. (8/26/70; 9

pp. mimeo.)
Safety devices for farm tractors. (10/8/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
THE PRESERVATION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. (H

5301; 4/7/71; 107 pp. printed.)
Fiscal aid for acquisition of park land. (1/27/72; 2 pp. typed & end.)
State purchase of recycled paper. (2/18/72; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Coastal land conservation, (3/30/72; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Stale land use management. (9/14/72; 5 pp. typed.)
Mass, energy crisis. (6/26/73; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Randolph-Holbrook water supply. (10/25/73; 3 pp . typed; 2/11/75; 2 pp

typed.)
Indian land holding. (7/17/74; 3 pp. typed & end.; 9/20/74; 2 pp. typed &

end.)
Environmental planning and management. (8/22/74; 8 pp. questionnaire.)
Mass, and selected stales’energy related laws. (9/13/74; I p. typed & end.;

10/10/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
Florida solar energy legislation. (2/25/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mass. Energy Policy Office. (4/18/75; 2 pp. typed & end.)
States’ fuel adjustment charges. (4/18/75; 7 pp. typed.)
Oregon aerosol spray ban law. (8/6/75; I p. typed & end.)
Motor vehicle emission controls programs. (11/10/76; 2 pp. typed & end

4/27/77; 4 pp. typed & end.; 6/20/77; 1 p. typed & end.)
Michigan rules re transportation of hazardous substances. (4/21 77:

I p. typed & end.)
Solar energy statutes and legislation. (8/22/77; 1 p. typed & end.)
STATE SEVERANCE TAXES. (H. 5850; 4/21/78; 374 pp. printed.)
Anti-litter legislation. (5/18, 19, 31; 7/3, 4; and 10/12/78; all Ip. typed &
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end.; 3/3, 8/20, and 10/24/80; all 1 p. typed & end.; 3/23/81; 2 pp
typed.)

Conservation Commissions in Mass. (6/2/78; 1 p. typed.)
Future status of Brockton water supply. (8/3/78; 2 pp. typed.)
Use of “Gasohol” in motor vehicles. (1/8/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
Hazardous waste emergencies. (3/22/79; I p. typed.)
Hazardous wastes and water supplies. (5/30/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Methods of hazardous waste disposal. (6/6/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Alien ownership of Mass, farm land. (10/15/79; I p. typed & end.; 10/16/79;

1 p. typed & end.; 12/19/79; 1 p. typed & end.; 1/21/80; I p. typed &

end.)
The conservation restriction formula of the Town of Dennis. (II 8/79; 13

pp. mimeo.)
Mass, law re riparian rights on waterways. (6/5/81; 2 pp. typed.)
California aircraft noise standards. (6/9/81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Landfill regulation. (8/13/81; 1 p. typed & end.)
Food donations to non-profit organizations. (5/10/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Legislative intent of agricultural/horticultural land assessment statute

(7/16/82; I p. typed.)
Selected states’ statutory citations re beekeepers. (10/15/82; 1 p. typed.)
1982 Farmland Preservation proposals. (12/21/82; I p. typed & end.)

Apportionment
Reapportionment of the General Court. (4/18/62; I p. typed.)
Court suit re Mass, legislative apportionment. (4/25/63; I p. typed.)
One-man, one-vote court decision re apportionment. (12/3/64; II pp

mimeo.)
�STATE AND LOCAL APPORTIONMENTS. (S. 771; 1/26/66; 122 pp

printed.)
Mass, legislative apportionment. (6/28/66; 2 pp. typed; 3/10 72; 3 pp

typed; 10/25/72; 4 pp. typed; 1 /3/ 74; 14pp. questionnaire; 6/ 7/74; 3pp
typed.)

Federal census and slate-local apportionment, (2/7/67; 3 pp. questionnaire.)
U.S. District Court opinions re Mass, congressional districts. (2 17/67; 10

pp. mimeo & end.)
Mass, developments rc“Dirksen Amendment.”(4/3/67; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Comparison of H. 3579 and S. 1167re legislative apportionment. (5 15/67; 5

pp. mimeo & end.)
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Four U.S. court opinions re state legislative apportionment. (5/18/67; 8 pp
mimeo.)

Mass. Supreme Court opinion re legislation apportionment. (10/31/67;
pp. mimeo.)

Judicial criteria re apportionment of Mass. House of Representatives
(12 I /67; 5 pp. typed.)

Status of legislative apportionment in Massachusetts. (4/4/68; 3 pp. typed &

end.)

U.S. District Court decisions re redistricting City ofNew Bedford. (4/17/68;
2 pp, typed.)

Mass. Supreme Court decision re House apportionment. (5/21/68; 4 pp
mimeo.)

Mass. Supreme Court decision re House membership. (5/31/68; 3 pp
mimeo.)

Slates' population ratio per state representative. (6/6/68; 1 p. mimeo.
City Council authority for ward changes. (6/26/68; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass. Supreme Court decision re multi-member stale legislative districts in

Boston, (10/30/68; 5 pp. mimeo.)
Reapportioning Quincy city wards. (1/23/69; 3 pp. typed.)

�CHANCING THE LEGISLATIVE APPORTIONMENT PROCEDURE
AND REDUCING THE SIZE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES. (H. 5309; 4/16/69; 209 pp. printed. See also H. 7020 of 1973
below.)

Ballot questions and malapportioned legislatures. (12 16 69; 3 pp. typed &

end.)

Flexible size for state legislative bodies. (11/19/70; 2 pp. typed.)
One-man, one-vote application to regional school committees. (12 20

pp. typed. See also H. 4411 of 1976, below.)
�CHANGING THE SIZE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AND THE CENSUS BASIS OF LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING.
(H. 7020; 5/20/73; 403 pp. printed.)

State legislative apportionment commissions. (7/19/73; 4 pp. typed.)
Implementing census provisions of “House Cut" proposal. (1/30 74; 6 pp

typed; 12/10/74; II pp. mimeo.)
Estimated cost re 1975 census under “House C ut" proposal. (6/28/74; 21 pp

mimeo.)

Possible changes in legislative redistricting requirements. (5/12/75; 3 pp
typed.)
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Federal court decisions re political subdivisions in stale legislative redistrict-
ing. (12/3/76; 3 pp. typed & end.)

Island County representation in the Massachusetts General Court
(12/28/76; 36 pp. mimeo; See also H. 5900 of 1977, Appendix F.)

Local government precinct changes and legislative redistricting. (4/19/77;
3 pp. typed.)

Congressional redistricting changes. (6/8/77; 3 pp. typed.)
Non-voting island legislative delegates. (10/14/77; 2 pp. typed.)
Apportionment, compensation and delegates in state legislatures. (12/6/77;

7 pp. typed.)
Federal court order in Hawaii redistricting case of 1964. (7/9/80; 2 pp

typed.)
Nonvoting territorial delegates in Congress. (12 10/81; 3 pp, typed.)
Fall River redistricting. (2/19/82; 3 pp. typed.)
Mass. Congressional districts. (3/12/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Number of precincts in Mass. Congressional, State Senate and House of

Representatives districts. (8 31/82; 8 pp. typed.)
U.S, census and reapportionment, (10/12/82; I p. typed and questionnaire.)
Impact of U.S. Supreme Court decision on Mass. Congressional districts.

(7/26/83; 3 pp. mimeo.)

Constitutional

�SUCCESSION AND CONTINUITY IN STATE AND COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENT. (S. 520; 2/25/59; 37 pp, printed.)

�LEGAL HOLIDAYS AND THEIR OBSERVANCE. (S. 525; 2/24/60; 69
pp. printed.)

�MUNICIPAL HOME RULE. (S. 580; 3/12/61; 160 pp. printed; S. 950;
3/10/65; 135 pp. printed.)

Mass. “Sunday Law”(3/16/62; 4 pp. typed; 4/12/62; 4 pp. typed; 6/6,7/24/
and 7/30/62; 4 pp. typed; 1/28/66; 2 pp. typed; 2/15/77; folder of
material.)

Powers of Mass. Executive (Gov.) Council. (4/2/62; 10pp. mimeo; 4/16/64;
57 pp. mimeo; 2/15/74; 1 p. typed & end.)

Homerule re public education. (6/12/64; 2 pp. typed & end; 4/30/68; 6 pp.
mimeo.)

One-man, one-vote court decision and reapportionment. (12/3/64; 11 pp
mimeo.)

�INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CITIES AND TOWNS. (S. 947;
2/3/65; 74 pp. printed.)
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�JOINT FLECTION OF GOVERNOR AND FT. GOVERNOR. (S. 949;
3/3/65; 31 pp. printed.)

�STATE AND LOCAL APPORTIONMENTS. (S. 771; 1/26/66; 122 pp
printed.)

�EXTENSION OF TIME FOR GUBERNATORIAL ACTION ON BILLS
AND RESOLVES. (S. 677; 1/31/66; 17 pp. printed.)

�FOUR-YEAR TERM FOR LEGISLATORS. (S. 684; 2/23/66; 27 pp,
printed.)

�SHORTENED VOTER RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS. (S. 823; 3/9/66;
39 pp. printed.)

�CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION PROCEDURES. (S. 845; 3/8/66; 70 pp
printed.)

DETERMINATION OF GUBERNATORIAL DISABILITY. (S. 1145;
2/1/67; 31 pp. printed.)

VOTING BY PAUPERS. (S. 1103; 2/8/67; 26 pp. printed.)
RECESSES OF THE GENERAL COURT. (H. 4558; 2/28/68; 19 pp

printed.)
LOWER VOTING AGES. (S. 997; 3/13/68; 42 pp. printed.)
Proposed constitutional amendmentre special Boston legislation. (4/15/68;

2 pp. typed.)
“Devolution of powers” features of home rule in Mass. (6/26/68; 14 pp

mimeo.)
Hawaiianpopular constitutionalconvention. (8/21/68; 2 pp. typed, 12/2/68;

I p. typed & end.)
Suggested changes in Home Rule Amendment. (10/30/68; 18 pp. mimeo;

5/3/71; 22 pp. mimeo. See also S. 1455 of 1972, below.)
Constitutional revision commission expenditures, 1963-67. (1/17/69; I p.

typed.)
VACANCIES IN CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICES. (H. 4814; 2/26/69; 28

pp. printed.)
�CHANGING THE LEGISLATIVE APPORTIONMENT PROCEDURE

AND REDUCING THE SIZE OFTHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES. (H. 5309; 4/16/69; 209 pp. printed. See also H. 7020 of 1973,
below.)

Mass. Supreme Court opinion re joint constitutionalconvention. (5/ 12 69;
2 pp. mimeo.)

CLASSIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF REAL PROPERTY. (H
5323; 5/21/69; 49 pp. printed.)
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MANDATORY RETIREMENT OF JUDGES AT AGE 70. (H. 5108;
2/24/70; 34 pp. printed.)

THE PAYMENTOFTEACH ERS’SALAR lES IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS
(H. 5368; 4/20/70; 136 pp. printed.)

State-initiated amendments to federal constitution. (5/12/70; 15 pp. mimco.)
Decisions re anti-aid amendment. (6/18/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Pending constitutional amendments. (11/5/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Public aid to private schools. (11/25/70; 2 pp. typed; 8/28/80; 27 pp

mimeo.)

POPULAR CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS. (H. 5097; 2/24/71; 87
pp. printed.)

States’home rule provisions. (8/16/71; 3 pp. typed; 12/7/71; 2 pp. mimeo.)
REVISING THE MUNICIPAL HOME RULE AMENDMENT. (S. 1455;

12/29/71; 217 pp. printed.)
DUTIES AND POWERS OFTHE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR. (S. 1224;

12/29/71; 53 pp. printed.)
Implementing the Mass. Home Rule Amendment. (3/31/72; 100 pp.

mimeo.)
Mass, home rule charter developments. (4/19/72; 2 pp. mimeo.)
Legislative promotion of constitutional amendments. (5/2/72; 23 pp

mimeo.)
EQUAL RIGHTS CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. (S. 1537;

6/16/72; 49 pp. printed.)
Constitutional amendment procedures. (7/7/72; I p. typed.)
STATE AID TO PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

AND STUDENTS. (H. 6106; 2/28/73; 115 pp. printed.)
�CHANGING THE SIZE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AND THE CENSUS BASIS OF LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING.
(H. 7020; 5/30/73; 403 pp. printed.)

Municipal Home Rule. (3/12/74; 3 pp. typed; 6/24/75; 2 pp. typed & end.;
7/31/75; 4 pp, typed.)

Mass. Initiative & Referendum provisions. (I /6/75; 5 pp. typed. See also H
5435 of 1975, below.)

Revocation of the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, (1/9/75; 2
pp. typed & end.)

�REVISING STATEWIDE INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM PROVE
SIGNS OF THE MASS. CONSTITUTION. (H. 5435; 2/4/75; 180 pp.
printed.)

Constitutionality of I & R use for highway fund aid. (2/25/75; 1 p. typed
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Judicial interpretation of municipal home rule. (4/23/75; 3 pp. typed.)
Amendment ofproposed constitutionalamendments. (7/9/75; 3 pp. typed.)
Proposed constitutional amendments. (7/24/75; I p. typed & end.)
Separation of powers provisions. (1/26/76; 4 pp. typed & end.)
Island County representation in the Massachusetts General Court.

(12/28/76; 35 pp. mimeo. See also H. 5900 of 1977, Appendix F.)
Constitutional and statutory citations re conflict of interest. (3/29/77; 4 pp.

typed; 3/30/77; I p. typed.)
Constitutional questions re reorganization of Martha’s Vineyard Commis-

sion. (10/24/77; 10 pp. typed.)
Prohibition of motor vehicles on Martha’s Vineyard. (10/28/77; 4 pp

typed.)
Extension of time for ERA ratification. (11 /4/77; I p. typed & end.)
General powers of the Governor of Mass. (1/25/78; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Governor’s amendatory powers. (11/13/78; 1 p. typed & end.)
Charter and home rule powers forNantucket County. (2/2/78; I p. typed and

end.)

Rescission of the ERA. (2/10/78; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Assessment and classification of real property. (10/23/78; 2 pp. typed.)
The Initiative and Referendum in Mass. (3/8/79; I p, typed.)
History of women’s equal rights laws. (9/13/79; 7 pp. typed.)
Governor’s item veto power re capital outlay programs. (12/14/79; 2 pp.

typed.)
Constitutional issue re certain 1980 public welfare proposals. (1/28/80; 4 pp

typed & end.)
LIMITING TAXATION AND SPENDING BY STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS. (H. 6743; 6/10/80; 407 pp. printed.)
1980 constitutional amendment actions. (9/12/80; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Filling vacancies in Mass, constitutional offices. (12/30/80; 3 pp. typed.)
States’ constitutional limitations on subject matter in legislative proposals

(6 1 15/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, equal rights amendment statutes. (7/28/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Constitutional and statutory questions on initiative petition re legislative

organization. (9/15/81; 5 pp. typed & end.)
Legislative history of initiativeconstitutionalamendment (“Cohen”) limiting

state and local taxes. (2/22/82; 9 pp. mimeo.)
Statistical problems in forecasting impact of“Cohen”amendment.(6/15/82;

6 pp. typed.)
Mass, initiative proposal for a constitutional amendment limiting state and

local taxation. (7/16/82; 161 pp. mimeo.)
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I

Constitutional amendments pending in Mass. (7/27/82; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Mass. Initiative and Referendum Amendment. (1/31/83; 2 pp. typed.)
USER FEES AND CHARGES. (H.6120; 3/9/83; 91 pp. printed.)
Mass. Initiative and Referendum procedures. (7/15/83; 3 pp. typed.)
Statutory legislative rules and procedures. (8/17/83; 17 pp. mimeo; 10/13/83;

5 pp. typed.)
Congressional rules and Federal statutes. (8/26/83; 3 pp. typed; 10/4/83; 3

pp. typed.)
Constitutional and legal issues re the use of the Initiativefor legislative rules

(8/26/83; 12 pp. mimeo.)
Statutory and case interpretation of“form” vs. “substance”. (10/ 20/ 83; 4pp

typed.)

Economics, Insurance and Business

�INSURANCE OF STATE VEHICLES AND OPERATING EMPLOY-
EES. (H. 2648; 2/1/56; 21 pp. printed.)

�INSURANCE ON LIVES OF BORROWERS FROM BANKS. (H. 2803
1/21/57; 40 pp. printed.)

�STATE LOANS TO LOCAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COR
PORATIONS. (S. 640; 1/21 /57; 38 pp, printed; H. 3023,2/20/61; 39 pp
printed. See also 5.947 of 1965 and H. 5829 of 1982, below.)

�CASH SICKNESS COMPENSATION PLANS. (H. 2954; 2/10/58; 30 pp
printed.)

SHARING COSTS OF GROUP INSURANCE FOR RETIRED LOCAL
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES. (H. 3014; 2/12/58; 26 pp. printed.)

�HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CARE FOR RETIRED PERSONS. (S
526; 2/24/60; 100 pp. printed.)

�UNFAIR ADVERTISING & RELATED PRACTICES. (H. 3060; 2/14/61
53 pp. printed.)

�PRIVATEEMPLOYMENT AGENCIES. (S. 655; 9/13/63; 94 pp. printed.)
REGULATING SALES OF REAL PROPERTY OUTSIDE MASS. (S

639; 1/21/64; 57 pp. printed.)
�IDENTIFICATION CARDS FOR LIQUOR PURCHASERS. (S. 692

1/29/64; 52 pp. printed.)
TRADING STAMPS. (S. 912; 4/29/64; 101 pp. printed.)

�A BOSTON MULTI-PURPOSE SPORTS FACILITY. (S. 1002; 1/27/65
85 pp. printed.) SUPPLEMENT. (S. 1125; 7/14/65; 35 pp. printed.)

�INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CITIES AND TOWNS. (S. 947
2/3/65; 74 pp. printed.)
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�WATER SHORT AGE AND INDUSTRIAL WATER USE AND REUSE
(S. 930; 4, 27/66; 163 pp. printed.)

Trading stamp legislation. (4/28/66; 2 pp. typed; 6/29/67; 1 p. typed.)
A MASSACHUSETTS FISHING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. (H

4638; 12/27/66; 60 pp. printed.)
Interest payments on Christmas Clubs, etc. (1/31/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Preference lor American made goods. (2/14/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Home fire alarm systems. (3/1/67; I p. typed.)
Group hospitalization insurance in Mass. (3/23/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Outdoor advertising regulation in Massachusetts. (6/19/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, outdoor advertising licenses and permits issued 1944-66. (7/28/67; 1

p. typed.)
1967 motor vehicle insurance proposals. (10/5/67; 1 p. typed & end.;

1/17/68; 6 pp, mimeo.)
Regulation of billboards along federally aided highways. (10/9/67; 5 pp

typed.)
Mass, small loans rates. (10/10/67; 1 p. typed.)
REGULATION OFTHF AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY. (S. 983; 12/27/67;

46 pp. printed.)
PREPAID EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PLANS. (S. 914; 1/25 68;

29 pp. printed.)
UNDERGROUND SHOPPING COMPLEXES. (S. 971; 1/31/68; 54 pp

printed.)
A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR MALPRACTICE AGAINST

ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS. (S. 1050; 4/3 68;
48 pp. printed.)

THE PROMOTION OF THE PORT OF BOSTON. (H. 4852; 6/5/68; 60
pp. printed.)

Organization of Fraudulent Claims Board. (10/9/68; 5 pp. typed.)
Parking lot licenses and fees. (3/28/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
Credit card regulation. (4/22/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
Regulation of radio “talk” programs. (5/9/69; 1 p. typed.)
Boston population and economic data. (6/16/69; 5 pp. typed.)
Profile of Franklin County. (8/4/69; 7 pp. typed & end.)
MOTOR VEHICLE TITLE ACT. (S. 1280; 12/18/69; 30 pp. printed.)
Unordered mail merchandise. (2/2/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Puerto Rico automobile accident compensation law. (7/24/70; 1 p. typed &

end.)
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“No fault” auto insurance. (8/31/70; 1 p. typed & end.; 9/30/70; I p. typed;
10/15/71; I p. typed & end.; 10/27/71; I p. typed & end.; 6/30/72; 2 pp.
typed & end.; 7/30/74; 1 p. typed & end.)

Regulation of franchise operations. (10/27/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mutual Savings Central Fund. (4/14/71; I p. typed.)
Unemployment compensation and industrial “lock outs”. (4/27/71; 6 pp

typed.)
Mass. Supreme Court decision re constitutionality of “no fault” auto insur-

ance. (6/29/71; 44 pp. mimeo.)
Regulation of CATV. (8/9/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Children’s flammable clothing. (11/10/71; 5 pp. mimeo & end.)
States’ usury laws. (11/11/71; I p. typed & end.; 3/23/76; 2 pp. typed.)
COMMERCIAL INCOME TAX PREPARERS. (S. 1494; 2/9/72; 55 pp

printed.)
Sale of insurance by banks. (2/16/72; 1 p. typed.)
Regulation of mobile home parks. (6/29/72; 1 p. typed & end.)
A MASSACHUSETTS POWER AUTHORITY. (S. 1538; 7/9/72; 65 pp

printed.)
Regulation of solid waste disposal services. (7/25/72; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Collection agencies. (8/1/72; I p. typed.)
Advertising of drugs and medicine. (11/10/72; 2 pp. typed.)
Two-car family insurance. (2/5/73; 1 p. typed.)
Labelling of food and dairy products. (5/30/73; I p. typed & end.)
Savings banks loans. (6/1/73; 5 pp. typed.)
Mass, energy crisis. (6/26/73; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Bank holding companies. (8/3/73; I p. typed & end.)
Auto repair guarantees. (9/26/73; I p. typed.)
METRIC CONVERSION. (H. 7608; 10/3/73; 55 pp. printed.)
Private pension fund legislation. (12/17/73; I p. typed & end.)
States’ regulation of homeowners’ insurance rates. (12/11/74; 1 p. typed &

end.)
“Open dating” of food products. (2/13/75; I p. typed.)
COMMERCIAL BRIBERY. (H. 5533; 2/26/75; 40 pp. printed.)
States’ fuel adjustment charges. (4/18/75; 7 pp. typed.)
California regulation of motor vehicle repair shops. (4/9/75; I p. typed &

end.)

Pawnbrokers’ interest rates. (5/16/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Electronic funds transfer systems. (8/12/75; I p. typed & end.)
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Banks disclosure of mortgage commitments by zip code. (10/21/75; 1 p
typed & end.)

Minimum finance charges credit cards. (5/21 /76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Self-service gasoline stations. (7/15/76; I p. typed.)
Subrogation rights of fire insurance companies in Mass. (7/28/76; 1 p.

typed.)
1976 voter action on returnable containers. (11/5/76; I p. typed & end.)
Heating oil price and rent adjustments. (2/16/77; 3 pp. typed.)
REGULATION OF DEALERS IN EQUITIES. (H. 5638; 3/16/77;48 pp

printed.)
State laws authorizing preference to in-state bidders. (6/14/77; I p. typed.)
Protection of business incorporations. (8/11/77; I p. typed & end.)
Florida court decision re motor vehicle insurance surcharges. (3/13/78; 1 p

typed and end.)
Anti-litter legislation. (5/18, 19, 31; 7/3, 14; and 10/12/78; all I p. typed &

end.; 3/3, 8/20, and 10/24/80; all Ip. typed & end.; 3/23/81; 2 pp.
typed.)

Withdrawal ofsale of premium gasoline in Maryland. (6/14/78; 1 p. typed &

end.)

Michigan law re “lemon” motor vehicles. (10/12/78; I p. typed & end.)
States’ usury statutes and related laws on installment buying. (12/18/78; 2

pp. typed & end.)
Small business incentive legislation. (7/16/79; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Background of rate increase to natural gas customers. (10/5/79; 2 pp. typed.)
FISCAL IMPACT OF STATE ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS

(H. 5954; 2/13/80; 50 pp. printed.)
Drug paraphernalia legislation. (3/27, 4/24, 5/5. 9/4, and 10/22 80; all 1 p

typed & end.; 7/15/81; 2 pp. typed.)
LAX EXEMPT SECURITIES. (5.2183; 4/3/80; 57 pp. printed.)
CIGARETTE BOOTLEGGING. (S. 2215, 4/16/80; 84 pp. printed.)
Mass. Film Bureau. (6/27/80; I p. typed & end.)
Workmen’s Compensation maximum death benefits. (7/24/80; 3 pp. typed

& end.)

Mass, Community Development Finance Corp. (7/31/80; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

Selected aspects of casino gambling in New Jersey. (2/19/81; 3 pp. mitneo.)
CRIMINAL AND FRAUDULENT VICTIMIZATION OFTHE ELDER-

LY. (H. 6556; 3/30/81; 99 pp. printed.)
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Regulating home building contractors. (5/4/81; 2 pp. typed. See also H.
5881 of 1982, below.)

The Consumer Price Index. (5/13/81; 5 pp. typed.)
State public power authorities. (8/7/81; I p. typed & end.)
Redemption rights and foreclosed property. (8/25/81; 2 pp. typed; 11/23/81;

3 pp. typed.)
INDUSTRIAL REVENUE BOND FINANCING. (H. 5829; 12/10/81;

46 pp. printed.)
Microwave coirr unication network towers. (1/12/82; 2 pp. typed.)
REGULATIOT' F HOMEBUILDERS AND HOME IMPROVEMENT

CONTRACT tRS. (H. 5881; 2/8/82; 68 pp. printed.)
Temporary registration plates. (6/28/82; I p. typed & end.)
Unemployment compensation provision of the “Bottle Bill”. (7/23/82; I p.

typed & end.)
Nuclear plants and low-level radioactive waste facilities. (11/29/82; 10 pp

mimeo.)
Motor vehicle “lemon” laws. (2/15/83; I p. typed & end.)
Casino gambling. (4/13/83; 335 pp. mimeo.)
PLANT CLOSINGS. (5.2162; 6/30/83; 110 pp. printed.)

�INCREASING STATE AID FOR SCHOOLS AND GROUP ACCI-
DENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES.
(S, 570; 2/1/56; 93 pp. printed.)

�SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND COSTS AND UNI-
FORM ARCHITECTURAL PLANS. (S. 675; 2/26/58; 155 pp. printed.)

�COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, AND PROPOSED DIVI-
SION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN. (S. 467; 12/30/58; 44 pp.
printed.)

�FAIRNESS OF STATE SUBSIDY FORMULA FOR LOCAL SCHOOL
CONSTRUCTION. (S. 672; 6/22/ 59; 59 pp. printed. See also H. 6291 of
1981, below.)

�PROFESSIONAL STAFF SALARIES AND FRINGE BENEFITS AT
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN MASS. (S.
550; 3/8/61; 52 pp. printed.)

�TOWN MEETINGS IN REGIONAL SCHOOLS. (H. 3687; 12/27/61; 74
pp. printed.)

�PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. (H. 3723; 3/5/62; 107 pp
printed.)

Education and Libraries
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�STATE SCHOLARSHIP AND LOAN PROGRAMS FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION. (S. 764; 1/28/64; 43 pp. printed.)

�HIGHER EDUCATION FOR GREATER BOSTON. (S. 864; 4/13/64; 62
pp. printed.) SUPPLEMENT. (S. 827; 2/65; 6 pp. printed.)

Expenditures for higher education. (1 /31 /67; Ip. typed & end.)
Mass, racial imbalance law. (7/24/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
PREPAID EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PLANS. (S. 914; 1/25/68;

29 pp. printed.)
FREE TUITION AT STATE COLLEGES. (S. 909; 2/6/68; 29 pp. printed.)
Handicapped children in Mass, schools. (4/4/68; 2 pp. typed.)
Private and parochial school enrollments in Mass., 1968. (12/4/68; 13 pp.

typed.)
State college per capita costs. (12/13/68; 1 p. typed.)
Teacher certification and salaries in Mass. (1/13/69; 1 p. typed.)
Greater Lawrence vocational school district vacancy. (3/ 26/ 69; 1 p. typed &

end.)

State college enrollments and property valuations. (5/6/69; 1 p. typed &

end.)

Public school textbooks. (6/19/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
Regional purchasing of school supplies. (8/22/69; 3 pp. typed.)
Black culture courses in public schools. (9/29/69; 2 pp. typed.)
State campus disorder legislation. (10/10/69; 1 p. typed & end.; 1/29/70; 2

pp. typed; 8/10/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Recent federal court decisions re school impact aid. (1/19/70; 1 p. typed &

end.)
University of Mass, dormitory fees. (3/2/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
THE STATE LIBRARY. (S. 1459; 3/11/70; 104 pp. printed.)
THE PAYMENT OF TEACHERS’SATARIES IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS

(H. 5368; 4/22/70; 136 pp. printed.)
Experimental schools in urban areas. (6/5/70; I p. typed & end.)
School costs for foster children. (7/1/70; 1 p, typed & end.)
Public aid to private schools. (11/25/70; 2 pp. typed; 8/28/80; 27 pp.

mimeo.)

Legislative history of Harvard College. (12/21/70; 10 pp. typed.)
�STATE ASSUMEHON OF LOCAL EDUCATION COSTS AND PRO-

VISION OF EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY. (H. 5447:
4/7 71; 209 pp. printed.)

Ward election of school committees. (4/27/71; 1 p. typed; 5/3/71; 8 pp
mimeo.)
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Teachers’ salaries and retirement benefits. (6/3/71; 4 pp. typed.)
Educational programs for children with dyslexia. (7/9/ 71; Ip. typed & end.)
State college teachers’ salaries. (8/12/71; 2 pp. typed.)
SCHOOL COMMITTEES AND FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES. (H. 5071;

1/26/72; 148 pp. printed.)
Southwick, Granville and Tolland school district. (6/18/72; 2 pp. typed &

end.)
One-man, one-vote application to regional school committee. (12/20/72; 3

pp. typed. See also H. 4411 of 1976, below.)
STATE AIDTO PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

AND STUDENTS. (H. 6106; 2/28/73; 115 pp. printed.)
Repair of school buildings. (5/3/73; 1 p. typed.)
Mayoral membership on school committees. (9/17/73; I p. typed.)
Higher education budgetary procedures. (9/28/73; 2 pp. typed. See also

6/3/81 item, below.)
Loan of text books to private school pupils. (11/28/73; 3 pp. typed.)
Subsidy for certain cultural institutions. (11/30/73; 1 p. typed.)
AN ELEMENTARY DEMONSTRATION SCHOLARSHIP PRO-

GRAM. (Educational Vouchers.) (H. 5995; 4/30/74; 79 pp. printed.)
Selection of State Education Commissioners. (12/12/74; 1 p. typed;

10/16/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Conn, decision re state aid to education. (1/20/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
1974 amendment of racial imbalance law. (2/11/75; 1 p. typed & end.)

Special education under Chapter 766 of 1972. (3/4/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mass, school discipline regulations. (5/12/75; 2 pp. typed.)
“NESDEC” formula of school aid and property valuation. (12/ 15 75; 4 pp

typed.)
ELECTION OF SCHOOL COMMITTEES. (H. 4411; 1/12/76; 69 pp

printed.)
Guidance counselors in vocationaleducation. (2/23/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
VANDALISM OF PUBLIC PROPERTY. (H. 4951; 5/19/76; 101 pp.

printed.)
Election of regional school committees. (8/5/76; 2 pp. typed.)
State Medical School. (1/21/77; I p. questionnaire.)
Bilingual education in Mass. (11/7/77; I p. typed.)
School bus safety. (2/21/78; 7 pp. typed.)
Pupil enrollments and costs in Mass. (3/27/78; I p. typed; 4/4/78; I p

typed.)
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Naming of state educational facilities. (7/12/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
Open textbook adoption system. (7/17/79; 1 p, typed & 2 pp. questionnaire.)
Governing boards of Mass, state colleges and universities. (7/18/79; I p

typed & end.)
Fiscal autonomy ofcity and town school departments. (10/4/79; 3 pp. typed

& end.)

Voter registration of high school seniors by school administrators.
(11/21/79; 1 p. typed & end.)

1979 legislation re teachers, police, firefighters, nurses, veterans and
elderly. (11 /27/79; 6 pp. typed.)

Military pay for school employees. (4/1/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mass, school prayer law of 1979. (6/23/80; I p. typed & end.)
Mass, law re teachers’salaries in public schools. (7/29/ 80; I p. typed & end.)
PROTECTION OF STATE’S INTEREST IN SCHOOL BUILDING AS-

SISTANCE GRANTS. (H. 6291; 1/21/81; 52 pp. printed.)
DECLINING ENROLLMENTS AND REDUCTION OFSCHOOL PER-

SONNEL. (H. 6734; 4/30/81; 67 pp. printed.)
Lump sum appropriation for unified systems of public higher education

(6/3/81; 84 pp. mimco.)
Analysis/commentary on “Tregor” bill. (10/19/81; 65 pp. mimeo.)
Local education costs and teachers’salaries in Mass. (12/4/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Historical development of powers and duties of Mass, school committees.

(11/4/82; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Evanston, Illinois tuition tax proposal. (1/24/83; 1 p. typed & end.;

1/28/83; I p. typed & end.)
Teacher performance evaluationand related programs. (8/17/83; I p. typed

& end.)

Elections

•A SINGLE ANNUAL LISTING OF LOCAL RESIDENTS. (S. 485;
1/27/60; 77 pp. printed.)

�POLITICALACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES. (S. 951; 12/21/64;
36 pp. printed. See also H. 5343 of 1977,below.)

�JOINT ELECTION OF GOVERNOR AND LT. GOVERNOR (S. 949;
3/3/65; 31 pp. typed.)

�STALE BALLOT LAW COMMISSION AND NOMINATION CON-
FLICTS. (S. 770; 2/14/66; 60 pp. printed.)

Pre-primary conventions. (2/7/66; 15 pp. mimeo; 1/11 / 72; 2 pp. typed.)
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*ABSENTEE VOTING. (S. 790; 2/21/ 66; 65 pp. printed. See also H. 6581 of
1979, below.)

�FOUR-YEAR TERM FOR LEGISLATORS. (S. 784; 2/23/66; 27 pp
printed.)

�SHORTENED VOTER RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS. (S. 823;
3/9/66; 39 pp. printed.)

VOTING BY PAUPERS. (S. 1103; 2/8/67; 26 pp. printed.)
New York direct primary law. (4/12/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Firefighter initiative and referendum laws. (11/3/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
LOWER VOTING AGES. (S. 997; 3/13/68; 42 pp. printed.)
Minimum ages for public office. (3/26/68; 3 pp. mimeo.)
Use ofelectronic voting systems in Mass. (3/28/68; 1 p. typed; 7/10/75; 1 p

typed and end.; 11/5/76; I p. typed & end.)
Holiday status of presidential election day. (11/30/68; 2 pp, typed & end.)
Vacancies in local elected offices. (1/14/69; 2 pp. typed.)
PRESIDENTIAL PRE-PRIMARY PRACTICES. (H. 4715; 1/27/69; 41

pp. printed.)
VOTER PARTICIPATION AT STATE AND MUNICIPAL ELEC-

TIONS. (H. 4994; 1/28/70; 63 pp. printed.)
Election of selectmen. (12/18/70; 2 pp. typed.)
Voter registration laws in selected states. (3/30/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Ward election of school committees. (4/27/71; I p. typed; 5/2/71; 8 pp.

mimeo.)
Low-income housing referenda laws. (7/12/71; 2 pp. typed & end.; 8/3/71; I

p. typed & end.)
Voter residency provisions. (7/30/71; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Validity of initiative petitions. (12/21/71; I p. typed.)
SCHOOL COMMITTEES AND FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES. (H

5071; 1/26/72; 148 pp. printed.)
Post” method of electing county and other officials. (5/12/72; 6 pp

mimeo.)
Supervision of elections. (7/17/72; 2 pp. typed and questionnaire.)
VOTER IDENTIFICATION. (H. 5970; 1/22/73; 69 pp. printed.)
MULTIPLE OFFICEHOLDING. (S. 1609; 2/7/73; 50 pp. printed.)
Youth voting. (2/14/73; 1 p. typed.)
Vacancies in offices of sheriff and district attorney. (3/16/73; 3 pp. typed &

end.)

Selection of town treasurers. (3/16/73; I p. typed.)
Voter reaction to “initiative’’questions. (6/11/73; 2 pp. typed.)
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Election dates. (6/28/73; 4 pp. typed; 8/16/73; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Majority at-large membership on city councils. (9/17/73; 1 p. typed.)
Campaign finance. (9/17/73; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Notarizations of absentee ballots. (12/17/73; I p. typed & end.)
Recall ofelected officials. (12/18/ 73; 1 p. typed; 7/3/75; 1 p. typed. See also

H. 5690 of 1979, below.)
ORDER OF NAMES ON THE BALLOT. (H. 5312; 1/9/74; 45 pp.

printed.)
Appointment of local election officials. (1/17/74; 1 p. typed.)
POLITICAL PARTY STRUCTURE AND PUBLIC CAMPAIGN FUND-

ING. (S. 1578; 1/23/74; 90 pp. printed.)
Implementing census provisions of “House Cut” proposal. (1/30/74; 6 pp

typed.)
VOTING BY PRISONERS AND THE MENTALLY ILL. (H. 5360;

12/30/74; 77 pp. printed.)
Mass. I & R provisions. (1/6/75; 5 pp. typed. See also H. 5435 of 1975,

below.)

�REVISING STATEWIDE INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM PROVI-
SIONS OF THE MASS. CONSTITUTION. (H. 5435; 2/4/75; 180 pp.
printed.)

Legislative intent of selected 1890 election laws. (2/24/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Different polling hours for primary and general elections. (4/30/75; 1 p

typed.)
MINOR POLITICAL PARTIES AND INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES.

(H. 6151; 5/21/75; 66 pp. printed.)
Lottery method of determining ballot positions. (8/7/75; I p. typed & end.;

1/13/77; I p. typed; 11/10/77; I p. typed; 8/11/78: 1 p. typed.)
ELECTION OF SCHOOL COMMITTEES. (H. 4411; 1/12/76; 69 pp.

printed.)
Local “Information to Voters” practices. (5/5/76; 2 pp. typed.)
Election of regional school committees. (8/5/76; 2 pp. typed.)
1976 voter action on returnable containers. (11/5/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES. (H, 5343

12/29/76; 202 pp. printed.)
Boston charter reform. (1 /18 / 77; 2 pp. typed; 1/24/77; 6 pp. mimeo; 2/7/77;

10 pp. typed; 2/25/77; 15 pp. mimeo.)
Cost of information re ballot questions. (6/7/77; 1 p. typed.)
Congressional redistricling changes. (6/8/77; 3 pp. typed.)
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Referenda procedures for representative town meetings. (12/15/77; 3 pp
typed.)

State statutes re voter change of name/address. (3/21/78; 2 pp. typed.)
A CENTRALIZED ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM. (H

5759; 5/3/78; 81 pp. printed.)
Recall election systems in Mass, municipalities. (5/4/78; 3 pp. mimeo. See

also H. 5690 of 1979, below.)

Preservation of campaign finance records. (6/26/78; 1 p. typed.)
States with “blanket open primary” laws. (1/24/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
ABSENTEE VOTING. (H. 6581; 1/24/79; 49 pp. printed.)
VOTER APPROVAL OF BORROWING AND PROPERTY TAXES. ( H.

5576; 2/8/79; 57 pp. printed.)
RECALL OF LOCAL OFFICIALS. (H. 5690; 2/28/79; 108 pp. printed.)
The Initiative and Referendum in Mass. (3/8/79; I p. typed.)
At-large town meeting member status for appointed town officials. (4/11/ 79;

3 pp. typed & end.)
Local government initiative authority. (6/15/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Local recall legislation. (11/2/79; 1 p. typed & end.; 11/29/79; 2 pp. typed;

5/13/80; 1 p. typed; 6/18/81; 1 p. typed; 11/24/81; I p. typed; I /12/82; 1
p. typed; 8/5/82; I p. typed; and 8/29/83; 2 pp. typed.)

Voter registration of high school seniors by school administrators
(11/21/79; 1 p. typed & end.)

Public funding of legislative elections. (4/10/80; 2 pp. typed and end.)
Filling vacancies in Mass, constitutional offices. (12/30/80; 3 pp. typed.)
Filling vacancies on boards of selectmen. (2/3/81; I p. typed & end.)
History of the Mass, poll tax. (3/6/81; I p. typed.)
Election of judges. (5/6/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Nonvoting territorial delegates in Congress. (12/10/81; 3 pp. typed.)
Mass, congressional districts. (3/12/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, initiative proposal for a constitutional amendment limiting stale and

local taxation. (7/16/82; 161 pp, mimeo.)
Number of precincts in Mass. Congressional, State Senate and House of

Representatives districts. (8/31/82; 8 pp. typed.)
Recent female voting patterns. (11/2/82; I p. typed & end.)
Mass. Initiative and Referendum Amendment. (1/31 /83; 2 pp. typed.)
Initiative and Referendum provisions in Mass, municipal charters. (4 26 83;

13 pp. mimeo.)
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Limiting state tax revenues and use of the Initiative. (7/12/83; 2 pp. typed &

end.)
Mass. Initiative and Referendum procedures. (7/15/83; 3 pp. typed )

Local “Information to Voters” pamphlets. (9/13/83; 14 pp. mimeo.)
ELECTION OE JUDGES. (H. 6625; report due 2/29/84.)

General Reference

NINTH. (H. 2000; 11/9/83; 95 pp. printed.)
DIRECTORY OF RESEARCH UNITS OFTHF LEGISLATIVE, EXEC-

UTIVE AND JUDICIAL BRANCHES OF MASS. STATE GOV-
ERNMENT. (S. 1534; 9/6/72; 90 pp. printed.)

INDEX OF SPECIAL REPORTS AUTHORIZED BY THE GENERAL
COURT, 1900-1978. (FIFTH EDITION) (H.6161; 4/30/79; 60 pp.
printed.) FIRST SUPPLEMENT. (10/1/80; 4 pp. mimeo;) SECOND
SUPPLEMENT. (5/6/82; 3 pp. mimeo;) THIRD SUPPLEMENT.
(4/27/83; 2 pp. mimeo.)

Government - Countv
�ORGANIZATION AND APPORTIONMENT OF EXPENSES OF SUF-

FOLK COUNTY. (H. 3030; 1/1/58; 48 pp. printed.)
�SUCCESSION AND CONTINUITY IN STATE AND COUNTY GOV-

ERNMENT. (S. 520; 2/25/59; 37 pp. printed.)
�COUNTY GOVERNMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS. (H. 3131; 11/14/62;

167 pp. printed. See also S. 2245 of 1981, below.)
Mass, county expenditures and personnel. (2/13/67; 3 pp. typed.)
Worcester County expenditures and personnel. (3/15/67; 3 pp. typed.)
Reorganization of county government. (11/28/67; 9 pp. typed.)

�RESTRICTING THE ZONING POWER TO CITY AND COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENTS. (S, 1133; 4/3/68; 196 pp. printed.)

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT. (H. 4988; 1/26/70; 136 pp. printed.)
“Post” method of electing county and other officials. (5/12/72; 6 pp

mimeo.)

Vacancies in offices of sheriff and district attorney. (3/16/73; 3 pp. typed &

end.)

COUN I Y HOME RULE. (H.7434; 9/4/73; 179 pp. printed.)
Salaries and terms of Mass, county officials. (5/13/75; I p. typed & end.;

10/29/75; I p. typed & end.)

ANNUAL REPORTS OFLEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL AND
BUREAU: FIRSTTHROUGH TWENTY-EIGHTH AND TWENTY ■
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Comments on draft of county charter law. (1/7/76; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Charter and homerule powers for Nantucket County. (2/2/78; i p. typed &

end.)

lowa county home rule amendment. (10/31/78; I p. typed & end.)
Women in Mass, judiciary and county offices. (8/3/79; 2 pp. typed.)
Women county commissioners. (9/4/80; I p. typed.)
COUNTY GOVERNMENT IN MASS. (S. 2245; 2/13 81; 94 pp. printed.)
State eminent domain powers overcounty buildings and contents. (6/3/81; 2

pp. typed.)

Government Local (City A Town)

�INCREASING STATE AID FOR SCHOOLS AND GROUP ACCI-
DENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES.
(S. 570; 2 1 1/56; 93 pp. printed.)

�CHANGING THE FISCAL YEAR OF MUNICIPALITIES TO START
JULY INSTEAD OF JANUARY 1. (S. 735; 6/26/57; 23 pp, printed.)

�SHARING COSTS OF GROUP INSURANCE FOR RETIRED LOCAL
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES. (H. 3014; 2/12/58; 26 pp. printed.)

�A SINGLE ANNUAL LISTING OF LOCAL RESIDENTS. (S. 485;
1/27/60; 77 pp. printed.)

�CERTAIN LAND ASPECTS OF URBAN RENEWAL. (S. 465; 1/24/61;
50 pp. printed.)

�CONFLICT OF INTEREST. (S. 650; 5/15/61; 48 pp. printed; H. 3450;
1/24/62; 20 pp. printed. See also H. 6475 of 1975, below.)

�STATE AID TO CITIES AND TOWNS FOR HIGHWAY PURPOSES.
(H. 3580; 12/6/61; 101 pp. printed.)

�TOWN MEETINGS IN REGIONAL SCHOOLS. (H. 3687; 12/27/61; 74
pp. printed.)

�RELOCATION ASSISTANCE FOR PERSONS AND FIRMS DIS-
PLACED BY PUBLIC ACTION. (H. 3495; 1/8/62; 42 pp. printed.)

�LOCAL ZONING AND PARTIAL TAKINGS UNDER EMINENT
DOMAIN. (H. 3657; I /15/62; 69 pp. printed.)

�DUTIES OF LOCAL FIREFIGHTERS. (H. 3655; 1/24/62; 74 pp
printed.)

�CERTAIN DELAYS AND COSTS CONNECTED WITH URBAN RE-
NEWAL. (S. 710; 1/28/63; 39 pp. printed.)

�METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COMMISSION SEA AQUARIUM FOR
SOUTH BOSTON. (S. 700; I /30/63; 34 pp. printed.)
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*AN ALL-WEATHER STADIUM FOR SOUTH BOSTON. (S. 728;
I /16/64; 30 pp. printed.)

Federal census and state-local apportionment. (2/7/67; 3 pp. questionnaire.)
Competitivebids on local government purchases. (2/7/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
RFTM BURSEMENTOF LEGAL COSTS TO INDICTED PUBLIC OFFI-

CIALS. (H. 4636; 2/13/67; 19 pp. printed.)
Powers ofcities to increase salaries ofofficials. (2/14/67; 3 pp. typed & end.)

�RESTRICTING THE ZONING POWER TO CITY AND COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENTS. (S. 1133; 4/3/68; 196 pp. printed.)

Proposed constitutional amendment re special Boston legislation. (4/15/68;
2 pp. typed.)

U.S. District Court decisions redistricting City of New Bedford. (4/17/68; 2
pp. mimeo.)

Governmental immunity. (4/23/68; I p. typed; 3/20/70; 1 p. typed & end.;
9/5/74; I p. typed; 3/21/77; 1 p, typed & end.; 8/19/77; 1 p. typed &

end.; 1/8/80; 3 pp. typed.)
City Council authority for ward changes. (6/26/68; 2 pp. typed.)
Leasing of air rights by local governments. (8/6/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
Rent control. (8/16/68; 12 pp. typed; 4/27/73; 1 p. typed & end.; 7/29 75; I

p. typed & end.)
Mass. Supreme Court opinion re multi-member state legislative districts in

Boston. (10/30/68; 6 pp. mimeo.)
South Middlesex Opportunity Council. (1 /15/69; 1 p. typed.)
Reapportioning Quincy city wards. (1/23/69; 3 pp. typed.)
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO CITIES AND TOWNS. (S. 1260; 1/29 69;

86 pp. printed.)
Town employees as town meeting members. (5/7/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
CLASSIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF REAL PROPERTY. (H

5323; 5/21/69; 50 pp. printed.)
SELECTED PROBLEMS OF URBAN REHABILITATION IN MASS

(S. 1540; 7/30 69; 243 pp. printed.)
State action re urban problems and model cities. (9 2/69; 10 pp. mimeo.)
Hospitalization benefits for local government employees. (9/25/69; 1 p

typed.)
Boston ward council and school committee. (10/2/69; 3 pp. typed.)
New towns in Great Britain. (11/14/69; 9 pp. mimeo.)
VOLUNTARY MUNICIPAL MERGER PROCEDURES. (H. 5453

3/11/70; 238 pp. printed.)
NEW TOWNS. (H. 6192; 7/29/70; 327 pp. printed.)
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Palmer water supply. (8/11/70; II pp. typed & end.)
Town of Marblehead legislation. (8/24/70; 2 pp. typed.)
“Anti-Snob Zoning” law and related problems. (12/2/70; 2 pp. typed;

2 1 17/72; 1 p. typed.)
Election Of selectmen. (12/18/70; 2 pp. typed.)

�THE FORM OF GOVERNMENT IN LARGE TOWNS. (H. 5302;
3 1 16/71; 247 pp. printed.)

Selected aspects re town meeting action. (4/12/71; 3 pp. typed.)
State aid to the City of Gardner. (6/22/71; 1 p. typed.)
Local personnel boards. (6/24/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
Municipal building insurance fund. (10/28/71; I p. typed.)
REVISING THE MUNICIPAL HOME RULE AMENDMENT. (S. 1455;

12/29/71; 217 pp. printed.) (See also mimeo edition of3/31/72, below.)
Municipal CATV systems. (1/17/72; 1 p. typed & end.)
SCHOOL COMMITTEES AND FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES. (H

5071; 1/26/72; 148 pp. printed.)
Mayors’ and councilmen’s salaries. (2/14/72; 2 pp. mimeo.)
State aid to Chicopee and Holyoke. (3/28/72; 3 pp. typed.)
Implementing the Mass. Home Rule Amendment. (3/31/72; 100 pp

mimeo.)
STATE ASSUMPTION OF CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY TAX EX-

EMPTIONS. (H. 5969; 5/10/72; 81 pp, printed.)
Post” method of electing county and other officials. (5/12/72; 6 pp.

mimeo.)
Mass, municipalities with purchasing agents. (5/24/72; 2 pp. typed.)
Conflict of interest. (7/1/72; 2 pp. typed. See also H. 6475 of 1975, below.)
Representative town meeting. (1/25/73; 6 pp. mimeo; 4/30/73; 3 pp. typed.)
A STANDARD ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT FOR LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS. (H. 6009; 1/31/73; 82 pp. printed.)
Population as basis for state aid distributions. (2/5/73; 1 p. typed.)
MULTIPLE OFFICEHOLDING. (S. 1609; 2/7/73; 50 pp. printed.)
State and local government expenditures. (3/7/73; 2 pp. typed.)
Town council form of government (3/13/73; 3 pp. typed; 4/30/73; 4 pp

typed.)
Selection of town treasurers. (3/16/73; 1 p. typed.)
Majority at-large membership on city councils. (9/17/73; 1 p. typed.)
Mayoral membership on school committees. (9/17/73; 1 p. typed. See also

H. 4411 of 1976, below.)
State “cherry sheets”. (10/25/73; 3 pp. typed.)
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Randolph-Holbrook water supply. (10/25/73; 3 pp. typed; 2/11/75; 2 pp
typed.)

Appointment of local election officials. (1 /17/74; I p. typed.)
Local tenure acts, 1964-1973. (2/22/74; I p. typed & end.)
Financial impact on City of Everett ofChapter 1140of 1973.(4/10/74; 7 pp

typed.)
A SUBDIVISION CONTROL ADMINISTRATOR. (H. 5722; 4/10/74; 38

pp. printed.)
Local approval of bills affecting two towns. (7/3/74; I p. typed.)
City and town hospital building authorities. (10/3/74; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Bourne town government proposals. (4/1/75; 3 pp. typed.)
Methuen Housing Authority and School Committee. (4/10/75; 1 p. typed.)

�RESTRICTING THE APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS ADDING TO
LOCAL GOVERNMENT COSTS. (H. 5841; 4/15/75; 163 pp. printed.)

Possible changes in legislative redistricting requirements. (5/12/75; 3 pp
typed.)

�THE CONFLICT OF INTEREST LAW AND THE SEPARATION OF
POWERS. (H. 6475; 7/3/75; 179 pp. printed.)

Dog license collection fees. (10/21 /75; 2 pp. typed & end.; 11/7/75; 6pp
typed.)

ELECTION OF SCHOOL COMMITTEES. (H. 4411; 1/12/76; 69 pp
printed.)

Commuter and “head” taxes. (2/3/76; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Regulation of massage parlors. (3/5/76; I p. typed & end.; 10/12/76; 1 p

typed & end.; 1/27/77; folder of material.)
VANDALISM OF PUBLIC PROPERTY. (H. 4951; 5/19/76; 101 pp

printed.)
Local government payroll taxes. (5/24/76; 3 pp. typed & end.; 6/26/76; 2

pp. typed.)
A PLANNED PROGRAM BUDGETSYSTEM. (H. 5200;6/30/76;65 pp

printed.)
�ESTABLISHING A METROPOLITAN SERVICES FINANCING DIS-

TRICT IN THE BOSTON METROPOLITAN AREA. (S. 1680,
8/4/76; 349 pp. printed.)

Boston charter reform. (1 /18/77; 2 pp. typed; 1/24/77; 6 pp. mimeo; 2/7/77;
10 pp. typed; 2/25/77; 15 pp. mimeo.)

Inter-municipality land taking. (1/26/77; 1 p. typed.)
Local government precinct changes and legislative redistricting. (4/19/77; 3

PP typed.)
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Island communities’ secession movement. (5/17/77; 2 pp. typed.)
THE REIMBURSEMENT OF MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS FOR GEN-

ERAL RELIEF CARE. (S, 1949; 10/13/77; 59 pp. printed.)
Constitutional questions re reorganization of Martha’s Vineyard Commis-

sion. (10/24/77; 10 pp. typed.)
Prohibition of motor vehicles on Martha’s Vineyard. (10/28/77; 4 pp

typed.)
Full valuation and “cherry sheet” impact (City of Brockton). (11/14/77; 4

pp. typed.)
Referenda procedures for representative town meetings. (12/15/77; 3 pp.

typed.)
Town meeting business sessions. (1/24/78; 1 p. typed.)
State revenue and state aid to Boston. (2/24/78; I p. typed & end.)
Recall election systems in Mass, municipalities. (5/4/78; 3 pp. mimeo. See

also H. 5690 of 1979, below.)

Conservation Commissions in Mass. (6/2/78; I p. typed.)
Voter approval of borrowing and property taxes. (6/27/78; 57 pp. mimeo.)
Future status of Brockton water supply. (8/3/78; 2 pp. typed.)
Assessment and classification of real property. (10/23/78; 2 pp. typed.)
VOTER APPROVAL OF BORROWING AND PROPERTY TAXES. (H.

5576; 2/8/79; 57 pp. printed.)
RECALL OF LOCAL OFFICIALS. (H. 5690; 2/28/79; 108 pp. printed.)
Federally mandated programs. (4/10/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA).

(4/10/79; 3 pp. typed.)
The Classification Amendment and shelf legislation. (4/10/79; 2 pp. typed.)
At-large town meeting member status for appointed town officials. (4/11/79;

3 pp. typed & end.)
Local government initiative authority. (6/15/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Fiscal autonomy of city and town school departments. (10/4/79; 3 pp.

typed.)
Development of the local fire department. (10/17/79; 6 pp. typed.)
Local recall legislation. (11/2/79; I p. typed & end; 11/29/79; 2 pp. typed:

5/13/80; 1 p. typed; 6/18/81; 1 p. typed; 11/24/81; I p. typed & end.:
1/12/82; 1 p. typed & end.; 8/5/82; I p. typed & end.; and 8/29/83; 2 pp,

typed.)
Pending tax and spending limitation initiative proposals. (3/11/80; 2 pp.

typed & end.; 8/4/80; 21 pp. mimeo.)
SITE VALUE TAXATION. (H. 6075; 3/12/80; 105 pp. printed.)
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LIMITING TAXATION AND SPENDING BY STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS. (H. 6743; 6/10/80; 407 pp. printed.)

Municipal parking authorities. (6/23/80; 3 pp. typed.)
Appointment of patrolmen and centralized police communications systems

in Muss. (10/2/80; I p. typed & end.)
Home Rule Procedure Act and the “freeze” on adoption of standard city

government plans. (1/13/81; 7 pp. mimeo.)
Right of local self government, (1/24/81; 6 pp. mimeo; 3/12/81; 28 pp.

mimeo.)
Pilling vacancies on boards of selectmen. (2/3/81; 1 p. typed & end.)
Civil Service Commission decision re fire-fighter reduction. (4/3/81; 1 p.

typed & end.)
Traffic commissions in cities and large towns. (5/12/81; 3 pp. typed.)
Home Rule aspects re “2Vi"bailout aid. (6/9/81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Municipal secession and annexation procedures. (7/24/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Analysis/commentary on “Tregor” bill. (10/19/81; 65 pp. mimeo.)
Local or regional nonproperty taxes. (11/16/81; 6 pp. typed.)
INDUSTRIAL REVENUE BOND FINANCING. (H. 5829; 12/10/81; 46

pp. printed.)
Town planning board members’terms. (1/7/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Local governments’adoption of smoke detector statute. (2/2/82; 2 pp. typed

& end.)

Fall River redislricting. (2/19/82; 3 pp. typed.)
“Proposition 2'/2” override provisions. (2/22/82; 2 pp. mimeo.)
Redevelopment authority officials and employees as municipal employees

(I I 3/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Initiative and Referendum provisions in Mass, municipal charters. (4 26 83:

13 pp. mimeo.)
Local housing authority membership and the Home Rule Amendment

(6/29 83; 5 pp. typed.)
Appointments by “lame duck” mayor. (8/26/83; 1 p. typed & end.)

I ocal “Information to Voters" pamphlets. (9/ 13 83; 14 pp. mimeo.)

Government Municipal Home Rule
�MUNICIPAL HOME RULE. (S. 580; 3/22/61; 160 pp. printed; S. 950;

3/10 65; 135 pp. printed.)
Home rule re public education. (6 12/64; 2 pp. typed & end.; 4/30/68; 6pp

mimeo.)
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Mass, municipal charter revision procedures. (10/10/67; 5 pp. mimeo;
5/2/68; 2 pp. typed; 4/15/70; 5 pp. typed; 9/10/73; 6 pp. typed.)

“Home rule clause” on special local bills. (10/25/67; 3 pp. typed.)
“Devolution of powers” features of home rule in Mass. (6/26/68; 14 pp

mimeo.)

Preliminary home rule charter for Town of Wrentham. (10/15 68; 5 pp.
mimeo.)

Suggested changes in Home Rule Amendment. (10/30/68; 18 pp. mimeo;
5/3/71; 22 pp. mimeo. See also S. 1455 of 1972,below.)

Local home rule action in Mass. (5/23/69; 6 pp. mimeo; 3/18/71; I p. typed;
4/19/72; 2 pp. mimeo.)

Home rule power of towns in Mass. (10/26/70; 4 pp. typed.)
States’home rule provisions. (8/16/71; 3 pp. typed: 12/7/71; 2 pp. mimeo.)
REVISING THE MUNICIPAL HOME RULE AMENDMENT. (S. 1455;

12/29/71; 217 pp. printed. See mimeo edition of 3/31/72, below.)
Implementing the Mass. Home Rule Amendment. (3/31/72; 100pp. mimeo.)
Town council form of government. (3/13/73; 3 pp. typed; 4/30/73; 4 pp.

typed.)
Mass, home rule charter development. (4/19/72; 2 pp. mimeo.)
Municipal home rule. (3/12/74; 3 pp. typed; 6/24/75; 2 pp. typed & end.;

7/31/75; 4 pp. typed.)
Local approval of bills affecting two towns. (7/3/74; I p. typed.)
Judicial interpretation of municipal home rule. (4/23/75; 3 pp. typed.)
Bostoncharterreform.(l/18/77; 2 pp. typed; 1/24/77;6pp. mimeo;2/7/77;

10 pp. typed; 2/25/77; 15 pp. mimeo.)
Use of home rule powers by Mass, municipalities, 1976-77. (9/ 14/77; 10 pp.

mimeo.)
Revere nudity ordinance. (12/28/77; I p. typed & end.)
Home rule status of U.S. territories and commonwealths. (3/22 79; 4 pp.

typed.)
Comments on proposed home rule charter for Natick. (2/21/80; 3 pp

typed.)
Governor’s exercise of home rule authority. (8/20/80; 4 pp. typed.)
Home Rule Procedure Act and the “freeze” on adoption of standard city

government plans. (1/13/81; 7 pp. mimeo.)
Right of local self government. (1/24/81; 6 pp. mimeo; 3/12/81; 28 pp.

mimeo.)
Home Rule aspects re “2'/$” bailout aid. (6/9/81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
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“Police-Fire" provisions of FYB2 budget bill. (8/4/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Focal housing authority membership and the Home Rule Amendment.

(6/29/83; 5 pp. typed.)

Government State

�INSURANCE OF STATE VEHICLES AND OPERATING EMPLOY-
EES. (H. 2648; 2/1/56; 21 pp. printed.)

�INCREASED COMPENSATION FOR CIVIL DEFENSE VOLUN-
TEERS. (H. 3006; 1/7/58; 38 pp. printed.)

�SUCCESSION AND CONTINUITY IN STATE AND COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENT. (S. 520; 2/25/59; 37 pp. printed.)

Legislative review of administration agency regulations. (3/25/60; 2 pp.
typed; 3/28/63; 6 pp. typed; 6/11/68; 19 pp. mimeo.; 1/23/75; 2 pp.
typed; 8/22/75; 2 pp. typed & end.; 10/25/76; Ip. typed & end.; 8/18 78;
5 pp. typed.)

�CONFLICT OF INTEREST. (S. 650; 5/15/61; 48 pp. printed; H. 3450;

I /24/62; 20 pp. printed. See also H. 6475 of 1975, below.)
Powers of Mass. Executive (Gov.) Council. (4/2/62; 10 pp. mimeo; 4/16 64;

57 pp. mimeo; 2/15/74; I p. typed & end.)
State legislative salary and related data. (3/21/63; 22 pp. mimeo.) Reprinted

in �GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE re SALARIES OF MEMBERS OF
GENERAL COURT. (H. 3422; Appendix A; 4/23/63; pp. 27-45.)

Four-year terms; joint election of Gov. and Lt. Gov. (4/9/63; 32 pp. mimeo.)
Item veto of legislative appropriations in Washington. (5/10/63; 4 pp

mimeo.)

Reorganization of Department of Public Works. (10/9/63; 32 pp. mimeo.)
�COMBINING STATE DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC WELFARE, PUB-

LIC HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH. (S. 850; 3/25/64; 41 pp.
printed.)

�STATE COMPLIANCE WITH PROPOSALS OF FEDERAL ADVI-
SOR Y COM MISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS.
(S. 860; 5/20/64; 82 pp. printed.)

�EXECUTIVE BRANCH REORGANIZATION. (S. 948; 2/8/65; 103 pp-4l
printed.)

�EXTENSION OF LIME FOR GUBERNATORIAL ACTION ON BILLS
AND RESOLVES. (S. 677; 1/31/66; 17 pp. printed.)

�STATE BALLOT LAW COMMISSION AND NOMINATION CON-
FLICTS. (S. 770; 2 1 14/66; 60 pp. printed.)
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Federal census and state-local apportionment. (2/7/67; 3 pp. questionnaire.)
DETERMINATION OF GUBERNATORIAL DISABILITY. (S. 1145;

2/1/67; 31 pp. printed.)
State organization re Welfare, Correction and Parole Depts.; and Youth

Service Board. (2/9/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
* REIMBURSEMENT OF LEGAL COSTS TO INDICTED PUBLIC

OFFICIALS. (H. 4636; 2/13/67; 19 pp. printed.)
*A GRADUATED STATE INCOMETAX FOR MASSACHUSETTS. (S.

1199; 3/29/67; 70 pp. printed.)
Church-State relations in Mass. (4/14/67; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Mass, state procedures for estimating revenues. (8/31/67; I p. typed.)
MASSACHUSETTS IMPLEMENTATION OFTHE NATIONAL HIGH-

WAY SAFETY ACT OF 1966. (S. 980; 1/20/68; 77 pp. printed.)
Governmental immunity. (4/23/68; 1 p. typed; 3/30/70; I p. typed & end.;

9/5/74; 1 p. typed; 3/21/77; I p. typed & end.; 8/19/77; 1 p. typed &

end.; 1/8/80; 3 pp. typed.)
Reorganization plan restate public safety agencies. (6/18/68; 17 pp. mimeo.)
Centralized authority for data processing systems. (7/1 /68; 6 pp. mimeo.)
State practice in hiring consultants. (7/8/68; I p. typed & end.)
State purchasing procedure. (7/16/69; 2 pp. questionnaire.)
State action re urban problems and model cities. (9/2/69; 10 pp. mimeo.)
Executive reorganization. (10/7/69; 2 pp. typed & end.; 3/4/75; I p. typed &

end.)

Value of State real property. (1 /14/70; 2 pp. typed & end.)
State labor department. (1/26/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
THE STATE LIBRARY. (S. 1459; 3/11/70; 104 pp. printed.)
State-initiated amendments to federal constitution. (5/12/70; 15 pp. mim-

eo.)
CIVIL DEFENSE. (H. 5034; 1/27/71; 67 pp. printed.)
California Executive Branch reorganization. (3/29/71; 5 pp. typed.)
Compensation of Mass. Boards of Registration. (8/16/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Welfare controls. (12/9/71; I p. typed & end.)
LEASING OF FACILITIES FOR GOVERNMENTAL PURPOSES. (H.

5563; 4/5/72; 60 pp. printed.)
Conflict of interest. (7/1 /72; 2 pp. typed; 11/27/73; 7 pp. typed.)
A MASSACHUSETTS POWER AUTHORITY. (S. 1538; 7/9/72; 65 pp.

printed.)
Public building construction in Boston Government Center. (11/13/72; 2

pp. typed.)
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Recent 1 /12 stale budget acts. (3/1 /73; Ip. typed & end.)
Publicly operated zoos. (8/17/73; 9 pp. typed.)
ORDER OF NAMES ON THE BALLOT. (H. 5312; 1/9/74; 45 pp

printed.)
State employees’ use of privately owned auto. (3/20/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
CERTIFICATE OF NEED AND A UNIFIED STATE HOSPITAL SYS-

TEM. (H. 5559; 3/27/74; 75 pp. printed.)
Selected stales’ all purpose ID cards. (5/3/74; 2 pp. typed.)
States’ public relations service. (6/5/74; 3 pp. typed.)
Mass, and selected states’energy related laws. (9/13/74; 1 p. typed & end.;

10/10/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
A STATE OMBUDSMAN. (H. 5392; 1/22/75; 81 pp. printed.)
Political party control legislative and governor. (7/3/75; 1 p. typed.)

�THE CONFLICT OF INTEREST LAW AND THE SEPARATION OF
POWERS. (H, 6475; 7/3/75; 179 pp. printed.)

Observance of Martin Luther King holiday. (2/6/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
“Sunset law” provisions. (5/3/76; 1 p. typed & end.; 8/5/76; 1 p. typed &

end.; 9/9/76; I p. typed & end.; 10/15/76; 1 p. typed & end.; 5/19/77; 1
p. typed & end.; 8/9/77; 2 pp. typed & end.; 1/30/78; I p. typed & end.;
3/31/78; I p. typed & end.; 10/24/78; 1 p. typed & end.)

Disability retirement provisions selected states. (6/14/76; 26 pp. typed.)
A PLANNED PROGRAM BUDGET SYSTEM. (H. 5200; 6/30/76; 65 pp.

printed.)
REGULATION OF DEALERS IN EQUITIES. (H. 5638; 3/16/77; 48 pp

printed.)
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF STATE AGENCIES REG-

ULATING MOTOR VEHICLES. (H, 5811; 4/13/77; 59 pp. printed.)
Mass. Workmen’s Compensation statute. (5/25/77; 3 pp. typed.)
State laws authorizing preference to in-state bidders. (6/14 77; Ip. typed.)
Confirmation of executive/judicial appointments. (9 27/77; I p. typed.)
State capital city relocations. (11/16/77; 5 pp. typed.)
Governor’s amendatory powers. (I 13/78; 1 p. typed & end.)
General powers of the Governor of Mass. (1/25 78; 2 pp. typed & end.)
“Indexing"ol slates’ income taxes. (6/13/79; 2 pp. typed & end.; 10 9/80; I

p. typed & end
Legislature’s amendatory powers re state budget. (6/28 79; 5 pp. typed &

end.)

Governor's item veto power re capital outlay programs. (12/14 79; 2 pp
typed.)
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FISCAL IMPACT OF STATE ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
(H. 5954; 2/13/80; 50 pp. printed.)

State-owned aircraft regulation. (3/19/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
LIMITING TAXATION AND SPENDING BY STATE AND LOCAI

GOVERNMENTS. (H. 6743; 6/10/80; 407 pp. printed.)
Mass. Film Bureau. (6/27/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
Use of state vehicles by state personnel (7/15/80; I p. typed & end.)
Insurance of state vehicles. (7/16/80; 1 p. typed & end.)

A State assumption of welfare costs. (2/13/81; 5 pp. typed.)
GUBERNATORIAL EXECUTIVE ORDERS. (H. 6557; 4/3/81; 164 pp

printed.)
Municipal secession and annexation procedures. (7/24/81; 2 pp, typed.)
Confirmation of executive nominations. (7/28/81; 2 pp. typed.)
State public power authorities. (8/7/81; 1 p. typed & end.)
Overtime payments to Mass, managerial employees. (10/7/81; 3 pp. typed.)
Powers and duties of Justices of the Peace. (11/22/82; 7 pp. typed & end.)
PLANT CLOSINGS. (S. 2162; 6/30/83; 110 pp. printed.)
Mass, tax revenues by source and expenditure category fiscal 1983.

(9/22/83; 1 p. typed & end.)

�THE PRACTICE OF NURSING IN THE COMMONWEALTH. (S. 545;
2/10/56; 102 pp. printed.)

*BOARDS OF REGISTRATION FOR CHIROPRACTORS, ELECTROL-
OGISTS AND SANITARIANS. (H. 2725; 2/21/56; 97 pp. printed.)

�COMPULSORY CONFINEMENT OF ADVANCED TUBERCULOSIS
PATIENTS. (S. 690; 5/28/56; 28 pp. printed.)

�ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNIFORM SANITARY CODE FOR THE
COMMONWEALTH. (H. 2833; 1/28/57; 44 pp. printed.)

�INCENTIVE PAYMENTS FOR STATE MENTAL PATIENTS. (H.
2819; 12/16/57; 22 pp. printed.)

A �ORGANIZATION AND COSTS OF TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
AND ADMISSION OF CHRONIC DISEASE CASES. (H. 2966;
2/3/58; 58 pp. printed.)

�AIRPOLLUTION IN THE METROPOLITAN BOSTON AREA. (S. 495;
2/5/60; 52 pp. printed.)

�HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CARE FOR RETIRED PERSONS. (S
526; 2/24/60; 100 pp. printed.)

Health and Hospitals
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�ESTABLISHMENT OF NURSING COURSE OF TRAINING AT SOL-
DIERS’ HOME AND LEMUEL SHATTUCK HOSPITAL. (S. 510;

1 1 25/61; 77 pp. printed.)
�REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE CARE OF MENTAL PATIENTS; A

COMPILATION OF STATE PROGRAMS AND POLICIES. (H.

3380; 2/19/62; 81 pp. printed.)
�FIRST INTERIM REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMISSION ON NURS-

ING HOMES. (S. 760; 3/1/63; 167 pp. printed.) Prepared with Research
Bureau assistance.

�SECOND INTERIM REPORTOF SPECIAL COMMISSION ON NURS-
ING HOMES. (S. 970; 7/1/63; 90 pp. printed.) Prepared with Research
Bureau assistance.

�THIRD INTERIM REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMISSION ON NURS-
ING HOMES. (S. 634; I /24/64; 14 pp. printed.) Prepared with Research
Bureau assistance.

�COMBINING STATE DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC WELFARE. PUB-
LIC HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH. (S. 850; 3/25/64; 41 pp.
printed.)

'Xn anatomical gift law for Mass. (4/18/66; 35 pp. mimeo.)
�WATER SHORTAGE AND INDUSTRIAL WATER USE AND REUSE

(S. 930; 4/27/66; 163 pp. printed.)
Mass, abortion laws. (7/21 /66; 3 pp. typed; 8/17 67; 2 pp. typed & end.;

11/9/70; I p. typed & end.; 10/4/71; 4 pp. typed; 5/4/72; 1 p. typed &

end.; 3/5/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Licensing of denial mechanics. (1 /16/67; I p. typed.)
Federal regulations re children’s aspirin. (2/21/67; I p. typed & end.)
Group hospital insurance in Mass. (3/23/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Abatement of drug abuses. (2/1/68; I p. typed.)
Handicapped children in Mass, schools. (4/4/68; 2 pp. typed.)
Public health administration. (9/16/68; 2 pp. typed.)
STATE PROGRAMS FOR THE PREVENTION OF MALNUTRITION

(S. 1283; 2/28/69; 69 pp. printed.)
Western Mass. Hospital wing. (3/29 69; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Mass, medicaid program. (4/10/69; 2 pp. typed.)
Treatment of chronic renal diseases. (4/29 69; 2 pp. typed.)
Stale action re drug overcharge. (8/1/69; 1 p. typed.)
List ofdoctors and clinics and memos re treatment ofdrug addicts. (3/23 70;

2 pp. typed & end.)
Hearing conservation. (6/29/70; 2 pp. typed & end.)
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Air quality standards. (7/13/70; 2 pp. questionnaire.)
Venereal disease laws. (9/3/70; I p. typed & end.)
Registration of foreign medical school graduates. (7/15/71; 2 pp, typed.)
Children’s flammable clothing. (11/10/71; 5 pp. mimeo & end.)
Nursing homes proposals. (12/16/71; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Advertising of drugs and medicine. (11/10/72; 2 pp. typed.)
Labelling of food and dairy products. (5/30/73; I p. typed.)
Administration of alcoholism law. (10/23/73; 2 pp. typed.)
Minors’consent for medical treatment. (12/20/73; 5 pp. typed.)
Noise control. (3/7/74; I p. typed & end.)
CERTIFICATE OF NEED AND A UNIFIED STATE HOSPITAL. SYS

TEM. (H. 5559; 3/27/74; 75 pp. printed.)
Psychotropic drugs. (5/14/74; I p. typed & end.)
Lead poison prevention statutes. (8/22/74; I p. typed & end.)
City and town hospital building authorities. (10/3/74; 2 pp. typed & end
State control of prescription blank thefts. (1/20/75; 2 pp. typed.)
“Open dating” of food products. (2/13/75; I p. typed.)
Adult day health care. (3/25/75; I p. typed & end.)
Examination and licensure fees for dentists, physicians and lawyers

(3/31/75; I p. typed & end.)
Oregon aerosol spray ban law. (8/6/75; I p. typed & end.)
Meat and poultry inspection. (5/26/76; I p. typed.)
Anti-choking devices in restaurants. (7/16/76; I p. typed.)
State Medical School. (1/21/77; I p. questionnaire.)
Parental consent for minors’ abortions. (2/3/77; I p. typed & end.)
State laws re continuing medical education. (6/13/77; I p. typed & end.)
U.S. Supreme Court decision re medicaid funds for abortions. (7/27/77; I p

typed & end.)
THE REIMBURSEMENT OF MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS FOR GEN

ERAL RELIEF CARE. (S. 1949; 10/13/77; 59 pp. printed.)
THE DEFINITION OF DEATH AND THE “LIVING WILL”. (H. 5380

3/8/78; 72 pp. printed.)
Infant hearing screening program. (4/13/78; I p. typed.)
State statutes re “Pap” tests. (9/13/78; 2 pp. typed.)
Venereal disease prevention programs in Mass. (2/26/79; 2 pp. typed.)
Hazardous waste emergencies (3/22/79; I p. typed.)
Hazardous wastes and water supplies. (5/30/79; 2 pp. typed.)
Methods of hazardous waste disposal. (6/6/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
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The practice ofnurse-midwifery. (7/10/79; 2 pp. typed; 10/17/80; 1 p. typed
& end.)

Recent legislative action re “right-to-die”. (10/4/79; 1 p. mimeo & end.)
1979 legislation re teachers, police, firefighters, nurses, veterans and the

elderly. (11/27/79; 6 pp. typed.)
States' legalizing medical use of marijuana. (6/25/80; 1 p. typed.)
CRIMINAL AND FRAUDULENT VICTIMIZATION OFTHE ELDER-

LY. (H. 6556; 3/30/81; 99 pp. printed.)
Smoking in public places. (9/29/81; 1 p. typed & end.)
Status of “Living Will” legislation in Mass. (11/23/81; 1 p. typed.)
Microwave communication network towers. (1/12/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Organization ofSpecial Commission studying “Agent Orange”. (6/2/82; 1 p

typed & end.)
Statutory citations for minors’consent to medical treatment. (8/2/82; 2 pp

typed.)
Patients’ rights in health care institutions. (8/27/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Use of sodium hypochlorite in sewage treatment. (7/8/83; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

Housing, Planning and Urban Affairs

�MINIMIZATION OF DAMAGE FROM HURRICANES AND OTHER
NATURAL DISASTERS. (H. 2727, 2/22/56; 69 pp. printed.)

�PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC DURING AND AFTER SEVERE
STORMS. (S, 630; 1 /17/57; 52 pp, printed.)

�STATE LOANS TO LOCAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTCORPO-
RAUONS. (S. 640; 1/21/57; 38 pp. printed; H. 3023; 2/20/61; 39 pp.
printed. See also S. 947 of 1965 and H. 5829 of 1982,below.)

�THE ESTABLISHMENT OF HISTORIC DISTRICTS WITHIN THE
COMMONWEALTH. (H. 2953; 1/25/57; 44 pp. printed.)

�ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNIFORM SANITARY CODE FOR THE
COMMONWEALTH. (H. 2833; 1/28/57; 44 pp. printed.)

�LIQUIDATION OF FEDERALLY AIDED HOUSING PROJECTS. (H
2815; 1/31/57; 22 pp. printed.)

�RELATING MASS. AND FEDERAL PUBLIC HOUSING LAWS. (S
451; 12/28/59; 66 pp. printed.)

�state: building construction and demolition
CODES. (S. 461; 1/11/60; 49 pp. printed.)
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�AIR POLLUTION IN THE METROPOLITAN BOSTON AREA. (S. 495;
2/5/60; 52 pp. printed.)

�CERTAIN LAND ASPECTS OF URBAN RENEWAL. (S. 465; 1/24/61;
50 pp. printed.)

�LOCAL ZONING AND PARTIAL TAKINGS UNDER EMINENT
DOMAIN. (H. 3657; 1/15/62; 69 pp. printed.)

�CERTAIN DELAYS AND COSTS CONNECTED WITH URBAN
RENEWAL. (S. 710; 1/28/63; 39 pp. printed.)

�INVOLVEMENT OF HOSPITALS AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITU-
TIONS IN URBAN RENEWAL PROGRAMS. (S. 729; 2/18/63; 50 pp.
printed.)

�STATE COMPLIANCE WITH PROPOSALS OF FEDERAL AD-
VISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELA-
TIONS. (S. 860; 5/20/64; 82 pp. printed.)

�INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CITIES AND TOWNS. (S. 947;
2/3/65; 74 pp. printed.)

�AN HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROGRAM FOR CITIES AND
TOWNS. (S. 691; 10/10/66; 72 pp. printed.)

Housing for the elderly. (1/6/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Boston Housing Authority rent increases. (5/1/67; I p. typed.)

�RESTRICTING THE ZONING POWER TO CITY AND COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENTS. (S. 1133; 4/3/68; 196 pp. printed.)

Mobile homes. (7/11/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
State aid for urban renewal. (7/12/68; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Rent control. (8/16/68; 12 pp. typed; 4/27/73; Ip. typed & end.; 7/29/75; I

p. typed & end; 6/14/79; I p. typed & end.)
SELECTED PROBLEMS OF URBAN REHABILITATION IN

MASS. (S. 1540; 7/30/69; 243 pp. printed.)
Hawaiian land use control act. (8/20/69; I p. typed & end.)
States’action re urban problems and model cities. (9/2/69; 10 pp. mimeo.)
New towns in Great Britain. (11/14/69; 9 pp. mimeo.)
Tenants security deposits. (12/4/69; 1 p. typed; 11/5/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT. (H. 4988; 1/26/70; 136 pp. printed.)
HOUSING AND CODE ENFORCEMENT. (H. 6084; 7/29/70; 116 pp.

printed.)
NEW TOWNS. (H. 6192; 7/29/70; 327 pp. printed.)
1968-69 MDC bond issues. (8/28/70; I p. typed.)
“Anti-Snob Zoning” Law and related problems. (12/2/70; 2 pp. typed;

2/17/72; 1 p. typed; 4/1/76; I p. typed.)
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Low-income housing referenda laws. (7/12/71; 2 pp. typed & end.; 8/31/71;
I p. typed & end.)

Randolph-Holbrook water supply. (10/25/73; 3 pp. typed; 2/11/75; 2 pp
typed.)

Workload of Housing Appeals Committee. (11/8/73; 3 pp. typed.)
Protection of older subdivision plans. (11/29/73; 3 pp. typed.)
A SUBDIVISION CONTROL ADMINISTRATOR. (H. 5722;

4 1 10/74; 38 pp. printed.)
Mobile homeowners’ bill of rights. (11/12/74; I p. typed & end.)
Boston adult entertainment zoning ordinance. (12/5/74; 1 p. typed & end.;

2/14/75; I p. typed & end.)
Mass, rental assistance program. (3/10/75; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Methuen Housing Authority and School Committee. (4/10/75; I p. typed.)
Inter-municipality land taking. (1/26/77; I p. typed.)
Heating oil price and rent adjustments. (2/16/77; 3 pp. typed.)
Mass, land use policy legislation, 1975-76. (8/26/77; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Future status of Brockton water supply. (8/3/78; 2 pp. typed.)
Landlords’ right of access to rental units. (9/28/78; 2 pp. typed; 8/19 79;

3 pp. typed.)
Mass. Community Development Finance Corp. (7/31/80; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

Public pension funds and the residential mortgage market. (2/19/81; I p
typed & end.)

INDUSTRIAL RFVENUF BOND FINANCING. (H. 5829; 12 10/81; 46
pp. printed.)

Town planning board members’terms. (1/7/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Local governments’adoption of smoke detector statute. (2/ 2/82; 2 pp. typed

& end.)

REGULATION OF HOMF BUILDERS AND HOME IMPROVEMENT
CONTRACTORS. (H. 5881; 2/8/82; 68 pp. printed.)

Local housing authority membership and the Home Rule Amendment
(6/29/83; 5 pp. typed.)

Statutory citations re landlord/tenant. (7/13 83; 2 pp. typed.)
Interest on rental security deposits. (9/7/83; I p. typed & end.)

Human Services

�REHABH HATTON AND EMPLOYMENTOF HANDICAPPED PER-
SONS. (H. 2790; 2/22/56; 125 pp. printed.)
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�PUBLIC WELFARE AND OLD AGE ASSISTANCE. (H. 3070; 2/11/57
82 pp. printed.)

�INCENTIVE PAYMENTS FOR STATE MENTAL PATIENTS. (H.
2819; 12/16/57; 22 pp. printed.)

�HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CARE FOR RETIRED PERSONS. (S
526; 2/24/60; 100 pp. printed.)

�REDISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE BURDENS. (H. 3494;
1/23/62; 36 pp. printed.)

�REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE CARE OF MENTAL PATIENTS: A
COMPILATION OF STATE PROGRAMS AND POLICIES. (H.
3380; 2/19/62; 81 pp. printed.)

�COMBINING STATE DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC WELFARE. PUB-
LIC HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH. (S. 850; 3/25/64; 41 pp.
printed.)

�REDUCED FARES FOR THE ELDERLY. (S. 711; 1/17/66; 43 pp
printed.)

Mass, abortion law. (7/21/66; 3 pp. typed; 8/17/67; 2 pp. typed & end.;
10/4/71; 4 pp. typed; 5/4/72; I p. typed & end.; 3/5/75; I p. typed &

end.)

Children’s financial responsibility under O.A.A. program. (1/19/67; I p.
typed & end.)

State organization re Welfare, Correction and Parole Depts., and Youth
Service Board. (2/9/67; I p. typed & end.)

Licensing of marriage counselors. (2/23/67; I p. typed & end.)
Child welfare programs. (5/12/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Aid for illegitimate children. (7/10/67; I p. typed & end.)
Abatement of drug abuses. (2/1/68; 1 p. typed.)
Handicapped children in Mass, schools. (4/4/68; 2 pp. typed.)
Legal counsel for indigents. (6/18/68; I p. typed; 9/25/68; I p. typed & end.)
New York subsidized adoption law. (7/9/68; Ip. typed & end.; 10/4/68; Ip.

typed.)
Extra household funds for welfare recipients. (8/5/68; I p. typed.)
Parental responsibility for support ofchildren. (8/20/68; I p. typed & end.)
Food stamp program. (10/10/68; I p. typed.)
South Middlesex Opportunity Council. (1/15/69; I p. typed.)
STATE PROGRAMS FOR THE PREVENTION OF MALNUTRITION.

(S. 1283; 2/26/69; 69 pp. printed.)
Mass, medicaid program. (4/10/69; 2 pp. typed.)
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Compensation of violent crime victims. (4/23/69; I p. typed; 8/5/71; 2 pp.
typed; 10/1/71; I p. typed & end.; 4/18/72; 4 pp. typed & end.; 7/29/74;
I p. typed; 12/13/74; I p. typed &end.; 5/15/75; 1 p. typed; 3/16/76; 1 p.
typed & end.)

Day care services for pre-school children. (10/9/69;! p. typed & end.)
Federal welfare and revenue-sharing proposal. (8/20/69; 24 pp. mimeo.)
List ofdoctors and clinics and memos re treatment ofdrug addicts. (3/23/70;

2 pp. typed & end.)
School costs for foster children. (7/1/70; I p. typed.)
Sexual psychopaths laws. (8/10/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Federal Manpower programs. (7/1/71; 26 pp. typed.)
Selected state laws re prison industries. (7/2/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Education programs for children with dyslexia. (7/9/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
Prison reform proposals. (7/30/71; 3 pp. typed.)
Pre-nuptial counselling for teen-age marriages. (11/16/71; 3 pp. typed.)
Welfare controls. (12/9/71; 1 p. typed and end.)
Counselling assistance by clergymen. (11/29/72; I p. typed.)
Collective bargaining by prisoners. (2/16/73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Administration of alcoholism law. (10/23/73; 2 pp. typed.)
Ex-offenders’ discrimination laws. (12/11 /73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Disqualifications prisoners’work release. (1/11/74; 2 pp. typed.)
Early Indian protective statutes. (1/31/74; 1 p. typed.)
CERTIFICATE OF NEED AND A UNIFIED STATE HOSPITAL SYS-

TEM. (H. 5559; 3/27/74; 75 pp. printed.)
Basis for AFDC payments in Mass, (7/25/74; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, alcoholism program. (11/9/74; 3 pp. typed.)
VOTING BY PRISONERS AND THE MENTALLY ILL. (H. 5360;

12/30/74; 77 pp. printed.)
Adult day health care. (3/25/75; I p. typed & end.)
Psychotherapist-patient privilege communication. (3/26 75; 1 p. typed &

end.)

Rehabilitative programs for drunken drivers. (4/28/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Handicapped and elderly pedestrian laws. (5/8/75; I p. typed & end.)
Selected budgetary data on Mass, correctional institutions. (5/28 75; 2 pp.

typed.)
Elimination ofcertain categories of public welfare assistance. (9/22/75; 1 p

typed & end.)

Civil parental responsibility laws. (12/6/75; 9 pp. mimeo.)
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Statutory, judicial and related materials re minors. (3/19/76; 6 pp. typed.)
Parent locator services. (4/12/76; 1 p. typed.)
Child abuse prevention. (4/15/76; 1 p. typed.)
Charitable corporations. (5/21/76; 2 pp. typed.)
Legislation re selected human services, 1960-76. (6/30/76; 4 pp. typed.)
Prison industries legislation. (8/27/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Expungement of juvenile arrest records. (2/1/77; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Mass, statutes concerning children and children’s rights. (4/7/77; I p. typed

& end.)

Contempt proceedings in non-support cases. (4/27/77; 1 p. typed.)
Unemployment benefits for pregnant workers. (5/3/77; folder of various

state laws.)
“Workfare” programs. (6/20/77; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Communityresidential facilities for the mentally handicapped. (8/1/78; I p

typed & end.; 10/24/78; I p. typed & end.)
Programs for physically or developmentally disabled offenders. (2/20/79; I

p. typed.)
CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS IN CONTINUING CARE FA-

CILITIES. (S. 1846, 2/28/79; 67 pp. printed.)
Habitual juvenile offenders. (7/10/79; I p. typed & end.)
Deinstitutionalization programs in Mass. (8/1/79; 2 pp. typed.)
Constitutional issues re certain 1980 public welfare proposals. (1/28/80; 4

pp. typed & end.)
Drug paraphernalia legislation. (3/27, 4/24, 5/5, 9/4 and 10/22/80; all I p.

typed & end.; 7/15/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Increased sentences for crimes against the elderly. (6/26/80; i p. typed &

end.; 11/5/80; 3 pp. typed & end.)
New York youthful offender law. (9/12/80; 3 pp. typed & end.; 10 - 2/80; I p

typed & end.)
State assumption of welfare costs. (2/13/81; 5 pp. typed.)
REQUIRING PRIOR LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF CERTAIN CON-

SENT DECREES. (H. 6362; 3/5/81; 129 pp. printed.)
Property tax deferral programs for the elderly. (3/12/81; I p. typed.)
CRIMINAL AND FRAUDULENT VICTIMIZATION OFTHE ELDER-

LY. (H. 6556; 3/30/81; 99 pp. printed.)
Mass, statutes and 1981 proposals re restitution and community service

sentencing. (7/8/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Handicapped parking access and enforcement.(7/20/ 81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
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Food donations to non-profit organizations. (5/10/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Insanity defense in criminal cases. (7/8/82; 1 p, typed & end.)
Mass. Welfare Fraud Prevention statute. (12/1/82; 1 p. typed & end

12/15/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Handicapped drivers’“placard” system. (1/31/83; I p. typed & end.)
Mental Health/ Retardation appropriations, expenditures and census: Con-

necticut, New Hampshire and New Jersey. (4/8/83; 7 pp. typed.)
PROTECTION OF CHILD WITNESSES IN ABUSE PROCEEDINGS

(H. 4315; report due 11/30/83.)
PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY IN COURT PROCEEDINGS. (H

6004; report due 2/29/84.)

Judiciary and Legal Profession

�PENSIONS FOR DEPENDENTS OF JUDGES. (H. 3000; 1/30 58; 31 pp
printed.)

�CONFIDENCE LAWS AND NEWSMAN’S PRIVILEGE. (H. 2756;
11/11 1 59; 33 pp. printed.)

�INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OF JUVENILE COURTS. (H. 3737; 3/7/62;
131 pp. printed.)

Court suit re Mass, legislative apportionment. (4/25/63; Ip. typed & end.)
Mass. lawrebirthcontrol.(3/30/65;2pp. typed; 1/29/68; I p. typed&encl.;

12/9/69; 2 pp. typed & end.)
State Supreme Court advisory opinions for Legislature. (8/18/65; 3 pp.

typed.)
Mass, abortion laws. (7/21 /66; 3 pp. typed; 8/17/67; 2 pp. typed & end.;

10/4/71; 4 pp. typed; 5/4/72; I p. typed & end.; 3/5/75; 1 p. typed &

end.)

Statutory authority for taxpayer suits. (7/28/66; 1 p. typed & end.)
PUBLIC RECREATION ON PRIVATE LAND AND LANDOWNERS'

LIABILITY. (S. 1136; I/24/67; 47 pp. printed.)
U S. District Court opinions re Mass. Congressional Districts. (2 17/67; 10

pp. mimco; 10/3/67; 3 pp. mimeo.)
'Xttachment of “homestead" interest. (3/6/67; 1 p. typed & end
Four U.S. Supreme Court opinions re state legislative apportionment

(5/18/67; 8 pp. mimeo.)
Mass. Supreme Court opinion restate legislative apportionments. (10/31 6

7 pp. mimeo.)
Judicial criteria re apportionment of Mass. House of Representative

(12/1/67; 5 pp. typed.)
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RULE-MAKING POWER OF THE SUPREME.JUDICIAL COURT. (S
911; 1/22/68; 40 pp. printed.)

A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR MALPRACTICE AGAINST
ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS. (S. 1050; 4/3/68;
48 pp. printed.)

U.S. District Court decision re redistricting City of New Bedford. (4/17/68;
2 pp. mimeo.)

Governmental immunity. (4/23/68; I p. typed; 3/20/70; 1 p. typed & end.;
9/5/74; 1 p. typed; 3/21/77; 1 p. typed & end.; 8/19/77; 1 p. typed &

end.; 1/8/80; 3 pp. typed.)
Mass. Supreme Court decision re House apportionment. (5/21/68; 4 pp.

mimeo.)

Mass. Supreme Court decision re House membership. (5/31/68; 3 pp
mimeo.)

Legal counsel for indigents. (6/18/68; 1 p. typed & end.; 9/25/68; 1 p. typed
& end.)

Radiation injury claims. (10/30/68; 1 p. typed.)
Mass. Supreme Court opinion re multi-member state legislative districts in

Boston. (10/30/68; 6 pp. mimeo.)
Tortious water fluoridation suits. (3/10/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
Compensation of violent crime victims. (4/23/69; 1 p. typed; 8/5/71; 2 pp.

typed; 10/1/71; 1 p. typed & end.; 4/18/72; 4 pp. typed & end.; 7/29/74;
I p. typed.; 12/13/74; I p. typed & end.; 5/15/75; I p. typed.)

Mass. Supreme Court opinion re joint constitutionalconvention. (5/12/69;
5 pp. mimeo.)

Appointment ofcourt stenographers. (6/27/69; I p. typed & end.)
JUDICIAL COMPENSATION AND RELATED BENEFITS. (H. 4989;

1/28/70; 102 pp. printed.)
Selected legal maturity laws. (2/6/70; 2 pp. typed.)
MANDATORY RETIREMENT OF JUDGES AT AGE 70. (H. 5108

2/24/70; 34 pp. printed.)
Dog leashing and related laws. (3/9/70; I p. typed & end.)
Municipal liability for mob violence. (4/16/70; I p. typed & end.)
Decisions re Anti-Aid Amendment. (6/18/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Bail reform. (8/11/70; I p. typed & end.; 9/4/70; 1 p. typed.)
Liability of notaries public. (9/14/70; I p. typed.)
Landowners’ liability to snowmobile operators. (11/3/70; 1 p. typed & end.
LOWERING THE AGE OF MAJORITY. (S. 1378; 1/20/71; 52 pp

printed.)
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I HE PRESERVATION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. (H
5301; 4/7/71; 107 pp. printed.)

Mass. Supreme Court decision re constitutionality of“no fault” auto insur-
ance. (6/29/71; 44 pp. mimeo.)

Age of majority. (3/30/72; 2 pp, typed & end.)
Recreational landowners’ liability. (9/18/72; 1 p. typed & end.)
Jury systems. (10/5/72; 2 pp. typed.)
Recent Mass. “Church and State” decisions and opinions. (4/11/73; 2 pp

typed & end.)
JUVENILE PROBATION SERVICES. (H. 6864; 5/21/73; 61 pp. printed.)
Paternal surnaming of illegitimate children. (12/19/73; 11 pp. typed.)
NEWSPAPER PUBLICATION OF PUBLIC NOTICES AND LEGAL

ADVERTISEMENTS. (H. 5341; 2/13/74; 82 pp. printed.)
Indian land holdings. (7/17/74; 3 pp. typed & end.; 9/20/74; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

1974 amendment of the racial imbalance law. (2/11/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Psychotherapist-patient privileged communications. (3/26/75; 1 p. typed &

end.)
Examination and licensure fees for dentists, physicians and lawyers

(3/31/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Judicial interpretation of Municipal Home Rule. (4/23/75; 3 pp. typed.)
1975 Minnesota name change law. (9/19/75; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Choice of name at marriage. (10/1/75; I p. typed & end.)
Civil parental responsibility laws. (12/16/75; 9 pp. mimeo; 4/12/79; I p

typed & end.)
Selected court filing fees. (2/24/76; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Common-law marriages. (6/8/76; I p. typed & end.)
Federal court decisions re political subdivisions in state legislative redistrict-

ing. (12/3/76; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Mass. “Wrongful Death" statute. (1/13/77; I p. typed & end.)
Central judicial administrative offices. (1/21/77; 1 p. typed & end.)
Expungement of juvenile arrest records. (2/1/77; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Parental consent for minors’ abortions. (2/3/77; 1 p. typed & end.)
The “Earn-lt” program for indigent offenders. (2/28 77; 2 pp. typed.)
Contempt proceedings in non-support cases. (4/27/77; I p. typed.)
U S. Supreme Court decisions re medicaid funds for abortions. (7/27 77; I

p. typed & end.)
Confirmation of executive/judicial appointments. (9/27/77; 1 p. typed.)
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THE DEFINITION OF DEATH AND THE “LIVING WILL”. (H. 5380;
3/8/78; 72 pp. printed.)

Florida court decision re motor vehicle insurance surcharges. (3/13/78; I p
typed & end.)

Hearing prior to medical malpractice action. (5/11/78; 1 p. typed & end.)
Validity of“Denver Boot” anti-parking device. (5/17/78; 1 p. typed & end.)
Attorney’s fees in “public interest” law suits. (12/13/78; 2 pp. questionnaire.)
Women in Mass. Judiciary and county offices. (8/3/79; 2 pp. typed.)
History of women’s equal rights laws. (9/13/79; 7 pp. typed.)
Recent legislative action re “right-to-die”. (10/4/79; I p. mimeo & end.)
Mass, school prayer law of 1979. (6/23/80; I p. typed & end.)
Federal court order in Hawaii redistricting case of 1964. (7/9/80; 2 pp

typed.)
REQUIRING PRIOR LEGISLATIVE APPROVALOFCERTAIN CON-

SENT DECREES. (H. 6362; 3/5/81; 129 pp. printed.)
CRIMINAL AND FRAUDULENT VICTIMIZATION OF THE ELD-

ERLY. (H. 6556; 3/30/81; 99 pp. printed.)
AN ADMINISTRATIVE COURT SYSTEM. (H. 6600; 4/22/81; 60 pp

printed.)
Election of judges. (5/6/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
State eminent domainpowers over county buildings and contents. (6/3/81; 2

pp. typed.)
Mass, law re riparian rights on waterways. (6/5/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, equal rights amendment statutes. (7/28/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Redemption rights and foreclosed property. (8/ 25/ 81; 2 pp. typed; 11/23/81;

3 pp. typed.)
Status of “Living Will” legislation in Mass. (11/23/81; 1 p. typed.)
DETERMINATION OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT. (H. 5882; 2/16/82; 58

pp. printed.)
Insanity defense in criminal cases. (7/8/82; I p. typed & end.)
Statutory citations for minors’consent to medical treatment. (8/2/82; 2 pp.

typed.)
Powers and duties of Justices of the Peace. (11/22/82; 7 pp. typed & end.)
Impact of U.S. Supreme Court decision on Mass, congressional districts.

(7/26/83; 3 pp. mimeo.)
Case law re legislative rules. (9/29/83; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Judicial opinions re legislative procedures and rules. (10/18/83; 25 pp.

mimeo.)
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Legislative rules and procedures 1978 Opinion of the Justices. (10/20/83;
2 pp. typed & end. and, 5 pp. typed.)

Statutory and case interpretation of“form”vs. “substance”. (10/ 20/83; 4 pp
typed.)

PROTECTION OF CHILD WITNESSES IN ABUSE PROCEEDINGS
(H. 4315; report due 11/30/83.)

PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY IN COURT PROCEEDINGS. (H
6004; report due 2/29/84.)

ELECTION OF JUDGES. (H. 6625; report due 2/29/84.)

* BOARD OF REGISTRATION FOR CHIROPRACTORS, ELECTROL-
OGISTS AND SANITARIANS. (H, 2725; 2/1/56; 97 pp. printed.)

�REHABILITATION AND EMPLOYMENTOF HANDICAPPED PER-
SONS. (H. 2790; 2/22/56; 125 pp. printed.)

�MEANS OF ABSORBING THE LABOR SURPLUS IN OLDER AGE
GROUPS. (H. 3000; 2/12/57; 64 pp. printed.)

�PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES. (S. 655; 9/13/63; 94pp.printed.)
�EXTENDING LABOR RELATIONS LAW TO NON-PROFIT INSTITU-

TIONS. (S. 744; 1/23/64; 78 pp. printed.)
Licensing of dental mechanics. (1/16/67; 1 p. typed.)
Licensing of marriage counselors. (2/23/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
MIGRATORY LABOR. (S. 1303; 5/31/67; 53 pp. printed.)
Electrical linemen safety. (3/20/68; I p. typed; 11/9/71; 1 p. typed.)
A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR MALPRACTICE AGAINST

ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS. (S. 1050; 4/3 68;
48 pp. printed.)

Strikers’ unemployment benefits. (6/5/68; I p. typed & end.)
Management “lockout” of workers. (6/11/68; 1 p. typed.)
Manual labor by female employees. (8/27/68; 1 p. typed.)
Radiation injury claims. (10/30/68; I p. typed.)
Occupational licensing boards. (1/22/69; I p. typed & end.; 12/10/70; I p

typed & questionnaire; 5/30/75; I p. typed.)
State labor department. (1/26/70; I p. typed & end.)
Selected aspects of Mass. Health, Welfare and Retirement Trust Fund

administration. (8/4/70; 3 pp. typed.)
Unemployment compensation and industrial “lockouts". (4/27/71; 6 pp

typed.)

Labor and Professions
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Compensation of Mass. Boards of Registration. (8/16/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Migratory labor law. (1/25/72; 2 pp. typed.)
EQUAL RIGHTS CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. (S. 1537;

6/16/72; 49 pp. printed.)
Collective bargaining by prisoners. (2/16/73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Federal bonding of ex-convicts. (10/26/73; I p. typed & end.)
Ex-offenders’discrimination laws. (12/11/73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Private pension fund legislation. (12/17/73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Examination and licensure fees for dentists, physicians and lawyers.

(3/31/75; I p. typed & end.)
California regulation of motor vehicle repair shops. (4/9/75; I p. typed &

end.)
Regulation of massage parlors. (3/5/76; 1 p. typed & end.; 10/12/76; 1 p.

typed & end.; 1/27/77; folder of material.)
Licensure of professions in Mass. (10/19/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Unemployment benefits for pregnant workers. (5/3/77; folder of various

state laws.)
Mass. Workmen’s Compensation statute. (5/22/77; 3 pp. typed.)
State laws re continuing medical education. (6/13/77; I p. typed & end.)
Unemployment compensation and sexual harassment. (3/22/78; I p. typed

& end.)

States’licensing of barbers. (5/2/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
History of women’s equal rights laws. (9/13/79; 7 pp. typed.)
New England states’ laws re auctioneers. (12/27/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Workmen’s Compensation maximum death benefits. (7/24/80; 3 pp. typed

& end.)
Regulating home building contractors. (5/4/81; 2 pp. typed & end. See also

H. 5881 of 1982, below.)
Mass, equal rights amendment statutes. (7/28/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
REGULATION OF HOME BUILDERS AND HOME IMPROVEMENT

CONTRACTORS. (H. 5881; 2/8/82; 68 pp. printed.)
PLANT CLOSINGS. (S. 2162; 6/30/83; I 10 pp. printed.)

Law Enforcement

�LEGAL HOLIDAYS AND THEIR OBSERVANCE. (S. 525; 2/24/60; 59
pp. printed.)

Mass. “Sunday Law”. (3/16/62; 4 pp. typed; 4/12/62; 4 pp. typed; 6/6,7/24
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and 7/30/62; 4 pp, typed; 1/28/66; 2 pp, typed; 2/15/77; folder of
material.)

�IDENTIFICATION CARDS FOR FIQUOR PURCHASERS. (S. 692
1/29/64; 52 pp. printed.)

�STATE POLICE PROMOTIONS. (S. 1140; 6/30/65; 90 pp. printed.)
State organization re Welfare, Correction and Parole Depts., and Youth

Service Board. (2/9/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mass. Crime Commissions of 1953 and 1962. (5/17/67; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Selected police salaries in Mass. (6/26/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
M ASSACHUSETTS IMPLEMENTATION OFTHE NATIONAL HIGH-

WAY SAFETY ACT OF 1966. (S. 980; 1/20/68; 77 pp. printed.)
Witness immunity statutes. (2/26/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
Reorganization plan re state public safety agencies. (6/16/68; 17 pp. mimeo.)
Reserve police officers in selected cities. (7/11/68; 1 p. typed.)
Police officers’ wages and training. (9/16/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
“Stop and frisk” law. (4/24/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
Penalties for serious traffic violations. (7/23/69; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Attorney-General efforts re organized crime. (10/9/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
States’campus disorder legislation. {lO/10/69; I p. typed & end.; 1 / 29/70; 2

pp. typed; 8/10/70; I p. typed & end.)
Pardons and parole powers. (12/3/69; 4 pp. typed & list of citations.)
Police departments in towns. (8/4/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Appointment of probation officers. (3/2/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
Appointive powers of police and fire chiefs. (6/8/71; I p. typed & end.)
Mass, implied consent law. (10/20/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Bomb scares. (4/7/72; 1 p. typed & end.)
Hitchhiking. (3/12/73; I p. typed & end.)
JUVENILE PROBATION SERVICES. (H. 6864; 5/21/73; 61 pp. printed.)
Illegal use of records and tape recordings. (5/22/73; I p. typed.)
State laws re small bore firearms. (4/11/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
Selected stales’ all purpose ID cards. (5/3 74; 2 pp. typed.)
Boston adult entertainment zoning ordinance. (12/5/74; 1 p. typed & end.;

2/14 75; Ip. typed & end.)
State control of prescription blank thefts. (1/20/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, obscenity statute. (1 /30/75; I p. typed & end.; 2/13/75; I p. typed &

end.)

Baltimore gun bounty program. (2/7/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
New England state police compact. (2/19/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mass, rape statute. (2/24/75; I p. typed & end.)
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COMMERCIAL BRIBERY. (H. 5533; 2/26/75; 40 pp. printed.)
Lower drinking age and highway accidents. (2/28/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Florida decriminalization ofcertain traffic offenses. (3/21 / 75; 1 p. typed &

end.)
1975 capital punishment legislation. (4/25/75; I p. typed & end.; 5/2/75; 1 p

typed & end.)
Mass, rehabilitation programs for drunken drivers. (4/28/75; I p. typed.)
Mass, gun control laws. (7/25/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Motor vehicle theft statutes, by state. (12/18/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
VANDALISM OF PUBLIC PROPERTY. (H. 4951; 5/19/76; 101 pp.

printed.)
Motorcycle helmet law. (6/27/77; 1 p. typed.)
Witness fee payments to police officers. (8/7/78; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Selected data re lowered drinking age in Mass. (1/29/80; I p. typed & end.)
CRIME ON PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS. (H.5955;

2/13/80; 45 pp. printed.)
Drug paraphernalia legislation. (3/27, 4/3, 4/24, 5/5, 9/4, 10/6/80; all 1 p

typed & end.; 7/15/81; 2 pp. typed.)
CIGARETTE BOOTLEGGING. (5.2215; 4/16/80; 84 pp. printed.)
Increased sentences for crimes against the elderly. (6/26/80; 1 p. typed &

end.; 11/5/80; 3 pp. typed & end. See also H. 6556 of 1981,below.)
New York youthful offender law. (9/12/80; 2 pp. typed & end.; 10/2/80; I p.

typed & end.)
Appointment ofpatrolmen and centralized police communicationsystems in

Mass. (10/2/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
State prison commitments under the Bartley-Fox law. (11/20/80; 1 p. typed

& end.)
Selected aspects of casino gambling in New Jersey. (2/19/81; 3 pp. mimeo.)
CRIMINAL AND FRAUDULENT VICTIMIZATION OFTHE ELDER-

LY. (H. 6556; 3/30/81; 99 pp. printed.)
Child restraint mechanisms in motor vehicles. (4/28/81; 1 p. typed & end.;

5/26/81; 1 p. typed & end; 4/20/82; 1 p. typed & end.; and 5/10/82; 1 p.
typed & end.)

Mass, statutes and 1981 proposals re restitution and community service
sentencing. (7/8/81; 2 pp. typed.)

“Police-Fire” provisions of FY 82 budget bill. (8/4/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Local government adoption of smoke detector statutes. (2/ 2/82; 2 pp. typed

& end.)
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New Mexico capital punishment statute. (10/25/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Lethal injection method ofcapital punishment. (11/19/82; I p. typed & end.;

11/23/82; I p. typed & end.)
Mass. Welfare Fraud Prevention statute.(l 2/1/82; I p. typed; 12/15/82; 1 p

typed & end.)
Impact of higher drinking age. (3/15/83; 1 p. typed & end.)
Casino gambling. (4/13/83; 335 pp. mimeo.)
Slate laws re tinted windshields. (5/17/83; I p. typed & end.)

Legislature

�LEGISLATIVE ELECTRIC ROLL CALL SYSTEMS. (H. 2779; 1/18/57;
24 pp. printed. See also S. 480 of 1961, below.)

Legislative review of administrative agency regulations. (3/25/60; 2 pp.
typed; 3/28/63; 6 pp. typed; 6/11/68; 19 pp. mimeo; I /23/75; 2 pp. typed;
8/ 22/ 75; 2 pp. typed & end.; 10/25/76; I p. typed & end.; 1/26/77; 2 pp.
typed; 8/11/77; I p. typed & end.; 10/18/78; 5 pp. typed & end.)

�ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO FACILITATE LEGISLATIVE PRO-
CEDURES. (S. 480; 1/25/61; 50 pp. printed.)

Reapportionment of General Court. (4/18/62; 1 p. typed.)
State legislator’s salary and related data.(3/21/63; 22 pp, mimeo.) Reprinted

in �GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE re SALARIES OF MEMBERS OF
GENERAL COURT. (H. 3422, Appendix A; 4/23/63; pp. 27-45.)

�ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF LEGISLATIVE PRINTING. (S. 850;
4/24/63; 63 pp. printed.)

Court suit re Mass, legislative apportionment. (4/25/63; 1 p. typed & end.)
Cost estimates on legislative proposals. (10/17/63; 1 p. typed & end.;

1/7/65; 2 pp. typed & end.; 1/29/70; 2 pp. typed & ends.; 11/3/77; I p.
typed & end.; 11/8/78; 3 pp. typed; 9/11/81; I p. typed & end. See also
H. 4895 of 1967, below.)

Legislative electric roll calls. (12/7/64; 2 pp. typed & end.; 10 20/71; I p
typed & end.; 5/2/72; I p. typed & questionnaire.)

�REDUCTION OF WORKLOAD OF THE GENERAL COURT. (S. 990;
3/1/65; 86 pp. printed.)

Comparative legislative practices re motions to reconsider. (5/17/65: 4 pp.
typed.)

�STATE AND LOCAL APPORTIONMENTS. (S. 771; 1/26/66; 122 pp.
printed.)
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�FOUR-YEAR TERM FOR LEGISLATORS. (S. 784; 2/23/66; 27 pp.
printed.)

Legislative procedure. (6/22/66; 2 pp. typed; 10/5/70; 12 pp, typed;
8/22/72; 2 pp. typed; 3/12/73; 1 p. typed & end.; 10/16/73; 2 pp.
questionnaire; 3/6/74; 14 pp. mimeo; 7/17/74; 2 pp. typed.)

Mass, legislative apportionment. (6/28/66; 2 pp, typed; 3/10/72; 3 pp.
typed; 10/25/72;4 pp. typed; 1/3/74; 14pp. questionnaire; 6/7/74; 3 pp.
typed.)

�LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES IN MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER
SELECTED STATES. (S. 1032; 12/1/66; 107 pp. printed.)

FISCAL ESTIMATES FOR PROPOSED LEGISLATION. (H. 4895;
1/25/67; 103 pp. printed.)

Federal census and state local apportionment. (2/7/67; 3 pp. questionnaire.)
Legislative intern program. (3/21/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Electronic retrieval experiment of Mass. Legislature. (3/30/67; 1 p. typed &

attach.)
Mass, developments re “Dirksen Amendment”. (4/3/67; 3 pp. typed & end.)

�BILL SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS. (H. 5069; 4/26/67; 50 pp. printed.)
Proposals of the Select Committee on Procedures of the British House of

Commons. (5/9/67; 8 pp. mimeo.)
Comparison of H. 3579 and S. 1167re legislative apportionment. (5/15/67; 5

pp. mimeo & end.)
Professional standards for Legislative Council staffs. (5/17/ 67; 3 pp. typed.)
Four U.S. Supreme Court opinions re state legislative apportionment.

(5/18/67; 8 pp. mimeo.)
Mass, legislative committees and sessions. (6/1/67; 3 pp. typed; 1/15/68; 3

pp. typed.)
U.S. House of Representatives travel allowances. (7/5/67; I p. typed & end.)
Mass. Supreme Court opinion re legislative apportionment. (10/31/67; 7 pp.

mimeo.)
Employment of pages at legislative sessions. (11/9/67; I p. typed.)
Judicial criteria re reapportionment of Mass. House of Representatives

(12/1/67; 5 pp. typed.)
RECESSES OF THE GENERAL COURT. (H. 4558; 2/28/68; 19 pp.

printed.)
Status of legislative reapportionment in Mass. (4/4/68; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Mass. Supreme Court decision re House apportionment. (5/21/68; 4 pp.

mimeo.)
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Mass. Supreme Court decision re House membership. (5/31/68; 3 pp.
mimeo.)

States’ population ratio per state representative. (6/6/68; 1 p. mimeo.)
Separate legislative buildings. (6/6/68; 1 p. typed.)
Mass. Supreme Court decision re multi-member state legislative districts in

Boston. (10/30/68; 5 pp. mimeo.)
Educational levels of 1969 Mass, legislators. (1/6/69; 1 p. typed.)
VACANCIES IN CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICES. (H. 4814; 2/26/69; 28

pp. printed.)
�CHANGING THE LEGISLATIVE APPORTIONMENT PROCEDURE

AND REDUCING THE SIZE OFTHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES. (H. 5309; 4/16/69; 209 pp. printed.) (See also H, 7020 of 1973,
below.)

Mass. Supreme Court opinion re joint constitutional convention. (5/12/69;
5 pp. mimeo.)

Legislative facilities. (8/21/69; 5 pp. typed.)
Ballot questions and malapportioned legislatures. (12/16/69; 3 pp. typed &

end.)

Boston membership in House. (12/23/69; 2 pp. typed.)
Duplicate legislative proposals. (3/16/70; I p. typed & questionnaire.)
Legislative procedure re amendments. (5/29/70; 1 p. typed & questionnaire.)
Legislative chaplains. (6/25/70; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Legislative finance committees. (11 /6/70; Ip. typed.)
Flexible size for state legislative bodies. (11/19/70; 2 pp. typed.)
Legislative compensation commissions, (12/17/70; 1 p. typed.)
Lobbying costs re local government legislation, (1/25/71; 4 pp. typed
LEGISLATIVE POST AUDIT. (H. 6056; 2/17/71; 67 pp. printed.)
Selection of legislative leaders. (5/20/71; 3 pp. typed.)
Joint legislative standing committees. (7/12/71; 10 pp. typed.)
Legislative Research Council reports and related statutes. (8/16/71; 4 pp

mimeo.)

Legislative code of ethics. (3/23/72; I p. typed & end.)
The “Shea” law. (4/14 72; 2 pp. typed.)
Legislative promotion of constitutional amendments. (5/2/72; 23 pp

mimeo.)

Mass, women legislators. (7/5/72; 6 pp. typed; 11/9/74; 3 pp. typed.)
�CHANGING THE SIZE OE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AND THE CENSUS BASIS OF LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING
(H. 7020; 5/30/73; 403 pp. printed.)
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State legislative apportionment commissions. (7/19/73; 4 pp. typed.)
Workload of selected Mass, legislative committees. (12/5/73; 5 pp. typed.)
Implementing census provisions of “House Cut” proposal. (1/30/74; 6 pp.

typed; 12/10/74; 11 pp. mimeo.)
1973 General Court workload. (4/23/74; 1 p. typed.)
Estimated cost of 1975 census under“House Cut” proposal. (6/28/74; 21 pp,

typed.)
Legislative staff compensation. (12/3/74; 1 p. typed & questionnaire.)
Legislative intent of selected 1890election laws. (2/24/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Legislative Research Council and Bureau operations and functions.

(3/21/75; 3 pp. typed.)
•RESTRICTING THE APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS ADDING TO

LOCAL GOVERNMENT COSTS. (H. 5841; 4/15/75; 163 pp. printed.)
Possible changes in legislative redistricting requirements. (5/12/75; 3 pp

typed.)
Political party control legislative and governor. (7/3/75; 1 p. typed.)
Separation of powers provisions. (1 /26/76; 4 pp. typed & end.)
Role of the legislature in collective bargaining processes. (2/5/76; 2 pp

typed.)
Biographical data re W. F. Hammond, Wampanoag Indian legislator.

(4/8/76; 2 pp. typed & end.)
“Sunset law” provisions. (5/3/76; I p. typed & end.; 8/5/76; 1 p. typed &

end.; 9/9/76; 1 p. typed & end.; 10/15/76; I p. typed & end.; 5/19/77; I
p. typed & end.; 8/9/77; 2 pp. typed & end.; 1/30/78; I p. typed & end.;
3/31/78; I p. typed & end.; 10/24/78; I p. typed & end.)

N.Y. Decision re legislative committee powers. (6/14/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Amending process of Mass, bills. (6/14/76; I p. typed.)
Attorneys serving in 75-76 General Court. (7/30/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Limitation on legislative terms. (10/12/76; 2 pp. typed.)
Island county representation in the Massachusetts GeneralCourt. (12/28/76;

35 pp. mimeo.)
Legislative appropriation of federal funds. (2/17/77; 1 p. typed & end.;

6/27/77; I p. typed & end.; 8/12/77; 1 p. typed & end.; 1/18/78; I p.
typed & end.; 3/10/78; 1 p. typed & end.; 3/20/78; I p. typed & end.;
2/1/79; 1 p. typed & end.; 3/12/79; 1 p. typed & end.; 9/26/79; I p. typed
& end.)

Local government precinct changes and legislative redistricting. (4/19/77; 3
pp. typed.)

Non-voting island legislative delegates. (10 '4/77; 2 pp. typed.)
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Apportionment, compensation and delegates in state legislatures. (12/6/77;
7 pp. typed.)

Legislative anti-filibuster rules. (2/2/78; 2 pp. typed.)
House of Representatives facilities. (3/15/78; 1 p. typed & folder of

material.)
Number of bills proposed, number enacted 1968-1978. (7/12/78; 2 pp

typed.)
Pennsylvania decisionre legislative appropriation of federal funds. (8/2/78;

2 pp. typed & end.) 1
Legislative history and background of various “War Commissions"

(12/12/78; 3 pp. typed.)
LEGISLATIVE CARRY-OVER PROCEDURES AND ALTERNA-

TIVES. (H. 5911; 4/4/79; 178 pp. printed.)
The Classification Amendment and shelf legislation. (4/10/79; 2 pp. typed.)
Population ratio of state senators. (5/10/79; 3 pp. typed.)
Per diem expense allowances for state legislators. (6/11/79; I p. typed &

end.)

Legislature’s amendatory powers re state budget (6/28/79; 5 pp. typed &

end.)

Legislative compensation, travel and retirement. (12/5/79; 2 pp. typed &

end.; 12/28/79; 4 pp. typed & end.)
Public funding of legislative elections. (4/10/80; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Legislative sessions and output. (7/28/80; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Selected states’ compensation for senators and days sat. (9/16/80; I p.

typed.)
REQUIRING PRIOR LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF CERTAIN CON-

SENT DECREES. (H. 6362; 3/5/81; 129 pp. printed.)
State’s constitutional limitations on subject matter in legislative proposals

(6/15/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Constitutional and statutory questions on initiative petition re legislative

organization. (9/15/81; 5 pp. typed & end.)
DETERMINATION OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT, (H. 5882;

2/16/82; 58 pp. printed.)
Legislative history of initiative constitutional amendment limiting state and

local taxes. (2/22/82; 9 pp. mimeo.)
Certain aspects of the reduction of the size of the Mass. House of Represen-

tatives. (4/6/82; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Organizationof Special Commission studying “Agent Orange". (6 2/82; I p

typed & end.)
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Legislative intent of agricultural/horticultural land assessment.
(7/16/82; 1 p. typed.)

Legislatures’procedures on “moral obligation” bills. (10/7/82; 4 pp. typed.)
Brockton senators and representatives (1883-1983). (1/24/83; 7 pp. typed.)
Lawyer-legislators in the General Court. (2/18/83; 2 pp. typed.)
USER FEES AND CHARGES. (H. 6120; 3/9/83; 91 pp. printed.)
Two-thirds vote requirement for passage of legislation. (5/12/83; I p. typed

& questionnaire.)
Limitation on legislative proposals. (7/19/83; 5 pp. typed & end.)
U.S. Senate and House of Representatives rules re televising, photographing

and broadcasting of proceedings. (7/25/83; 32 pp. mimeo.)
Statutory legislative rules and procedures. (8/17/83; 17 pp. mimeo;

10/13/83; 5 pp. typed.)
Constitutional and legal issues re the use of the Initiativefor legislative rules

(8/26/83; 12 pp. mimeo.)
Comments re plaintiffs brief in Initiative petition suit. (11/8/83; 5 pp.

typed.)
LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF AGENCY REGULATIONS AND

RULES. (H. 5313 (1981); report due 12/28/83.)
LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT OF INDEPENDENT AGENCIES. (H

6624; report due 4/11/84.)

Motor Vehicles

�FREQUENCY OF MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS BY AGES OF
DRIVERS. (H. 2676; 2/10/56; 38 pp. printed.)

�LIMITATION, ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLE EXCISE TAX. (S. 645; 1/21/58; 43 pp. printed.)

�GROSS WEIGHT OF CERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLES. (H. 2880;
1/20/60; 54 pp. printed.)

Re-examination of elderly motor vehicle operators. (2/7/67; 1 p. typed.)
HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION AND ABANDONED VEHICLES. (S.

1239; 3/29/67; 128 pp. printed.)
1967 motor vehicle insurance proposals. (10/5/67; I p. typed & end.;

1/17/68; 6 pp. mimeo.)
Connecticut laws re stop signs on highways. (11/3/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Emergency highway communications systems. (11/21/67; 11 pp. mimeo.)
REGULATION OFTHE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY. (S. 983; 12/27/67;

46 pp. printed.)
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MASSACHUSETTS IMPLEMENTATION OFTHENATIONAL HIGH-
WAY SAFETY ACT OF 1966. (S. 980; 1/20/68; 77 pp. printed.)

Motorcycle personal safety equipment law. (9/16/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
Organization of Fraudulent Claims Board. (10/9/68; 5 pp. typed.)
Penalties for serious traffic violations. (7/23/69; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Off-street parking garages. (7/24/69; 1 p. mimeo.)
Motor vehicle operator’s photo license system. (8/11/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
School bus seat belts. (8/12/69; 1 p. typed.)
MOTOR VEHICLE TITLE ACT. (S. 1280; 12/18/69; 30 pp. printed.)
Puerto Rico automobileaccident compensation law. (7/24/70; 1 p. typed &

end.)

“NofaulC’auto insurance. (8/31/70; 1 p. mimeo& end.; 9/30/70; 1 p.typed;
10/15/71; 1 p. typed & end.; 10/27/71; 1 p. typed & end.; 6/30/72; 1 p.
typed & end.; 7/30/74; 1 p. typed & end.)

Mass. Supreme Court decision re constitutionality of“no fault” auto insur-
ance. (6/29/71; 44 pp. mimeo.)

Motor vehicle vanity plates. (8/10/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
Mass, implied consent law. (10/20/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Two-car family insurance. (2/5/73; 1 p. typed.)
Hitchhiking. (3/12/73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Auto repair guarantees. (9/26/73; 1 p. typed.)
Recreational trailers’excise tax. (11/27/73; 1 p. typed.)
Reflectorized motor vehicle plates. (12/10/73; 1 p. typed.)
Blood type on motor vehicle operators’ licenses. (4/4/74; 1 p. typed & end.;

3/22/76; 1 p. typed.)
Use of Highway Fund for other purposes. (1/28/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Constitutionality of I & R use for highway fund aid. (2/25/75; 1 p. typed.)
Lower drinking age and highway accidents. (2/28/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Florida decriminalization ofcertain traffic offenses. (3/21 /75; Ip. typed &

end.)

Mass, rehabilitative programs for drunken drivers. (4/28/75; 1 p. typed.)
Mass, length limitation of tractor trailers. (8/8/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Motor vehicle theft statutes, by state. (12/18/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Motor vehicle emission controls programs. (11/10/76; 2 pp. typed & end,;

4/27/77; 4 pp, typed & end.; 6/20/77; 1 p. typed & end.)
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OR STATE AGENCIES REGU-

LATING MOTOR VEHICLES. (H. 5811; 4/13/77; 59 pp. printed.)
Motorcycle helmet law. (6/27/77; 1 p. typed.)
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Prohibition of motor vehicles on Martha’s Vineyard. (10/28/77; 4 pp.
typed.)

Florida court decision re motor vehicle insurance surcharges. (3/13/78; 1 p.
typed & end.)

Quartz-Halogen motor vehicle headlamps. (4/7/78; 2 pp. typed; 4/10/78; 1
p. typed; 5/17/78; 1 p. typed & end.)

Validity of“Denver Boot”anti-parking device. (5/17/78; 1 p. typed & end.)
Withdrawal ofsale of premium gasoline in Maryland. (6/14/78; 1 p. typed &

end.)
Michigan law re “lemon” motor vehicles. (10/12/78; 1 p. typed & end.)
Anti-radar detection devices. (10/13/78; 1 p. typed & end.; 10/24/78; I p.

typed & end.; 7/29/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
Use of “Gasohol” in motor vehicles. (1/8/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
Laws re braking power of trucks. (3/20/79; 1 p. typed & end.; 3/22/79; 1 p

typed & end.)
Use of headlamps in inclement weather. (4/24/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
Use of state vehicles by state personnel. (7/15/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
Insurance of state vehicles. (7/16/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
Excise tax payment for auto registration. (2/2/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Child restraint mechanisms in motor vehicles. (4/28/81; 1 p. typed & end.;

5/26/81; 1 p. typed & end.; 4/20/82; 1 p, typed & end.; 5/10/82; 1 p
typed & end.)

Handicapped parking access and enforcement. (7/20/81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Tax incentives for gasohol production. (7/29/81; 1 p. typed.)
Analysis/commentary re “Tregor” bill. (10/19/81; 65 pp. mimeo.)
Temporary license plates. (6/28/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Handicapped drivers’“placard” system. (1/31/83; 1 p. typed & end.)
Motor vehicle “lemon” laws. (2/15/83; 1 p. typed & end.)
State laws re tinted windshields. (5/17/83; 1 p. typed & end.)

Public Employment

�CASH PAYMENTS FOR UNUSED SICK LEAVE. (H. 2777
1/24/57; 16 pp. printed. See also S. 908 of 1968, below.)

�EXTENSION OF SOCIAL SECURITY TO MEMBER! OF PUBLIC
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS IN MASS. (H. 2849; 2 7/57; 47 pp
printed.)
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�PRESUMPTION RELATIVE TO HEART DISEASE AND RETIRE-
MENT (THE MASS. “HEART LAW”). (H. 3005; 2/7/58; 32 pp.
printed.)

�CIVILSERVICE PERFORMANCE RATING. (H. 2655; 1/28/59; 1 lOpp
printed.)

�PROFESSIONAL STAFF SALARIES AND FRINGE BENEFITS AT
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN MASS. (S.
550; 3/8/61; 52 pp. printed.)

�CONFLICT OF INTEREST. (S. 650; 5/15/61; 48 pp. printed; H. 3450
1/24/62; 20 pp. printed. See also H. 6475 of 1975, below.)

�DUTIES OF LOCAL FIREFIGHTERS. (H. 3655; 1/24/62; 74 pp
printed.)

�EXTENDING LABOR RELATIONS LAW TO NON-PROFIT INSTITU-
TIONS. (S. 744; 1/23/64; 78 pp. printed.)

�POLITICALACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES. (S. 951; 12/21/64;
36 pp. printed. See also H. 5343 of 1977, below.)

�PLACING COUNTY EMPLOYEES UNDER CIVIL SERVICE. (H. 3302;
12/14/64; 72 pp. printed.)

�STATE POLICE PROMOTIONS. (S. 1140; 6/30/65; 90 pp. printed.)
�REIMBURSEMENT OF LEGAL COSTS TO INDICTED PUBLIC

OFFICIALS. (H. 4636; 2/13/67; 19 pp. printed.)
Powers of cities to increase salaries of officials. (2/14/67; 3 pp. typed& end.)
Veterans’ preference under state civil service laws. (3/13/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Firefighters and police pension plans. (4/12/67; 6 pp. mimeo; 1/18/68; I p,

typed.)
Mandatory retirement at age 70 for elected and appointed officials

(4/20/67; 3 pp. typed.)
Selected police salaries in Mass. (6/20/67; 1 p. typed & end.)
Summary of“Kelly Bill” re Civil Service reform S. 1396of 1967.(9/21/67;

8 pp. mimeo.)
�CREDIT FOR UNUSED SICK LEAVE. (S. 908; 1/3/68; 30 pp. printed.)
State practice in hiring consultants. (7/8/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
Reserve police officers in selected cities. (7/11/68; 1 p. typed.)
Mass, ranking re state employees’ salaries. (7/19/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
Police officers’ wages and training. (9/16/68; 1 p. typed & end.)
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EM-

PLOYEES. (H. 4746; 1 /14/69; 47 pp. printed.)
Town employees as town meeting members. (5/7/69; 1 p. typed & end.)
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*

Hospitalization benefits for local government employees. (9/25/69; I p.
typed.)

Police departments in towns. (8/4/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Major legislation affecting teachers, firefighters & police officers 1961-1970.

(8/31/70; 7 pp. typed.)
Firefighters’duty hours. (2/5/71; 1 p. typed.)
Appointment of probation officers. (3/2/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
COMPULSORY ARBITRATION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES’ LABOR

DISPUTES. (H. 5249; 3/16/71; 82 pp. printed.)
Appointive powers of police and fire chiefs. (6/8/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
Local personnel boards. (6/24/71; 1 p. typed & end.)
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

(S. 1243; 12/8/71; 67 pp. printed.)
Teachers and state employees legislation. (9/6/72; 6 pp. typed.)
State and selected county employees. (10/3/72; 2 pp. typed.)
Re-employment of retired public employees. (1/22/73; 2 pp. typed.)
Selection of town treasurers. (3/16/73; 1 p. typed.)
Deferred compensation for public employees. (12/11/73; Ip. typed & end.)
Retirement credit for servicemen. (2/8/74; 9 pp. mimeo& end.; 4/17/74; 2

pp. typed & end.)
Local tenure acts, 1964-1973. (2/22/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
State employees’ use of privately owned auto. (3/20/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
Professionalizationof assessors in Maryland. (12/16/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
Public employees’collective bargaining law. (1/24/75; 1 p. typed.)

�CONFLICT OF INTEREST LAW AND THE SEPARATION OF POW-
ERS. ( H. 6475; 7/3/75; 179 pp. printed.)

Role of the legislature in the collective bargaining process. (2/5/76; 2 pp.
typed & end.)

Collective bargaining. (3/1/76; 1 p. typed & end)
Disability retirement provisions, selected states. (6/14/76; 26 pp. typed.)
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES. (H. 5343;

12/29/76; 202 pp. printed.)
Constitutional and statutory citations re conflict of interest. (3/29/77; 4 pp.

typed; 3/30/77; 1 p. typed.)
Mass, state employees and retirees pay increases and average compensation.

(11/21/77; 2 pp. typed.)
1977 laws re police, firefighters, teachers, veterans and nurses. (4/10/78; 3

pp. typed.)
ABCC employees retirement system. (6/26/78; 2 pp. typed.)
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Witness fee payments to police officers. (8/7/78; 2 pp. typed & end.)
State employees’ salary increases. (8/10/78; 2 pp. typed & end.)
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA)

(4/10/79; 3 pp. typed.)
At-large town meeting member status for appointed town officials. (4/11/79;

3 pp. typed & end.)
1979 legislation re teachers, police, firefighters, nurses, veterans and the

elderly. (11/27/79; 6 pp. typed.)
Miliary pay for school employees. (4/1/80; I p. typed & end.)
Mass, law re teachers’salaries in public schools. (7/29/80; 1 p. typed & end.)
Appointment of patrolmen and centralized police communication systems in

Mass. (10/2/80; 1 p, typed & end.)
Public pension funds and the residential mortgage market. (2/19/81; 1 p

typed & end.)
Civil Service Commission decision re fire-fighter reduction. (4/3/81; 1 p

typed & end.)
DECLINING ENROLLMENTS ANDTHE REDUCTION OF SCHOOL

PERSONNEL. (H. 6734; 4/30/81; 67 pp. printed.)
“Police-Fire” provisions of FYB2 budget bill. (8/4/81; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Overtime payments to Mass, managerial employees. (10/7/81; 3 pp. typed.)
Local education costs and teachers’salaries in Mass. (12/4/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Redevelopment authority officials and employees as municipal employees

(11 1 3/82; 2 pp. typed.)
Employee suggestion award programs. (3/10/83; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Teacher performance evaluation and related programs. (8/17/83; 1 p. typed

& end.)

Flexible working hours for stale employees. (10/27, 83; 1 p. typed & end.)

Public Finance & Taxation

�CHANGING THE FISCAL YEAR OF MUNICIPALITIES TO START
JULY I INSTEADOF JANUARY I. (S. 735; 6/26/57; 23 pp. printed.)

�LIMI LA HON, ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF MOTOR VE-
HICLE EXCISE TAX. (S. 645; 1/21/58; 43 pp. printed.)

�COLLECTION OF INHERITANCE AND ESTATE TAXES. (S. 695;
3/17/58; 37 pp. printed.)

�S LATE REIMBURSEMENT FOR UTILITY RELOCATIONS REQUIR
ED BY HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION. (S. 501; 2/11/59; 110 pp
printed.)
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�STATETAX ANDOTHERRELIEFFOR COMMUTER RAILROADS
(S. 535; 2/7/61; 99 pp. printed.)

�PROFESSIONAL STAFF SALARIES AND FRINGE BENEFITS AT
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN MASS. (S.
550; 3/8/61; 52 pp. printed.)

�STATE AID TO CITIES AND TOWNS FOR HIGHWAY PURPOSES
(H. 3580; 12/6/61; 101 pp. printed.)

�REDISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE BURDENS. (H. 3494;
1/23/62; 42 pp. printed.)

Control of state debt. (3/22/62; 22 pp. mimeo; 7/22/74; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Fiscal independence for U. Mass, and Lowell Tech. Inst. (5/9/62; 54 pp.

mimeo.)
�VENDOR ALLOWANCE FOR COLLECTING ALCOHOLIC BEVER-

AGE EXCISE. (S. 712; 12/26/62; 62 pp. printed.)
Proposals to modify state county tax apportionment formula. (Includes

tabulation of gains and losses of 351 cities and towns. 3/6/63; 17 pp.
mimeo.)

Cost estimates on legislative proposals. (10/17/63; 1 p. yped & end.;
1/7/65; 2 pp. typed & end.; 1/29/70; 2 pp. typed & ends ; 11/3/77; 1 p.
typed & end.; 11/8/78; 3 pp. typed; 9/11/81; I p. typed 6c end. See also
H. 4895 of 1967, below.)

�STATE SCHOLARSHIP AND LOAN PROGRAMS FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION. (S. 764; 1/29/64; 43 pp. printed.)

�TAXATION OF LEASED BUSINESS EQUIPMENT. (H. 3297; 2/1/65;
64 pp. printed.)

Taxation of overhead telephone wires. (3/21/66; 2 pp. typed; 1/9/69; I p
typed & end.)

�INITIAL REPAYMENT OF STATE SERIAL BOND MA URITIES.I
869; 3/23/66; 38 pp. printed.)

Children’s financial responsibility under O.A.A. program (1/9/67: 1 f
typed & end.)

�FISCAL ESTIMATES FOR PROPOSED LEGISLATION. (H. 4895
1/25/67; 103 pp. printed.)

“Flying Cross” tax abatements. (1/26/67; I p. typed A end i
Expenditures for higher education. (I /31 /67; Ip. typed & t cl.)
Competitive bids on local government purchases. (2/7 67; I ) typed & end

�A GRADUATED STATE INCOMETAX FOR MASSAC, IUSETTS. (5
1199; 3/9/67; 70 pp. printed.)
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Mass, slate income tax administration. (4/3/67; 2 pp. typed.)
Sales tiix on machinery. (7/11 /67; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Mass, state procedures for estimating revenue. (8/31/67; I p. typed.)
Proposed revenue changes in Mass, income tax. (10/16/67; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

Gross debt and average income of 19 Mass, communities. (11/28/67; 2 pp
typed.)

�CREDIT FOR UNUSED SICK LEAVE. (S. 908; 1/3/68; 30 pp. printed.)
Equalization of taxes on commercial and fair racing. (1/25/68; 2 pp. typed;

28/70; I p. typed & ends.)
Financial aid for golf courses. (2/5/68; 1 p. typed.)
FREE TUITION AT STATE COLLEGES. (S. 909; 2/6/68; 29 pp. printed.)
Interest on time deposits. (2/12/68; 1 p. typed.)
Taxation of Mass, business trusts. (3/5/68; I p. typed.)
State college per capita costs. (12/13/68; I p. typed.)
Vietnam bonus. (1/30/69; 2 pp. typed.)
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO CITIES AND TOWNS. (S. 1260; 1/29 69;

86 pp. printed.)
Potential revenue from legalized gambling. (3/6/69; 2 pp. typed.)
Taxation of bank checks. (4 7/69; 2 pp. typed.)
Taxation of investment income of insurance companies. (5/2/69; Ip. typed.)
CLASSIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF REAL PROPERTY. (H.

5323; 5/21/69; 50 pp, printed.)
Mass, bond issue authority. (10/10/69; 1 p. typed.)
Federal welfare and revenue-sharing proposal. (8/20/69; 24 pp. mimeo.)
l ax relief for the elderly. (9/26/69; I p. typed & end,; 3/6/75; I p. typed &

end.)

Recent federal court decisions re school impact aid. (1/9 70; I p. typed &

ends.)

Value of state real property. (1/14/70; 2 pp. typed & end.)
JUDICIAL COMPENSATION AND RELATED BENEFITS, (H. 4989;

1/28/70; 102 pp. printed.)
ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND. (H. 5107; 2/20/70; 40 pp.

printed.)
ITIE PAYMENT OF TEACHERS’ SALARIES IN PRIVATE

SCHOOLS. (H. 5368; 4/2/70; 136 pp. printed.)
lAX EXEMPTION OF RAILROAD RIGHTS-OF-WAY. (S. 1429;

4/2/70; 53 pp. printed.)
Taxation of undeveloped land. (4/15/70; 2 pp. typed & ends.)
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Real estate tax rates of 351 cities and towns in Mass, for 1969.(4/27/70; 5 pp
mimeo.)

Regional government revenue sources. (4/27/70; 3 pp. typed. See also S.
1680 of 1976, below.)

Selected aspects of state expenditures. (9/10/70; I p. typed & ends.)
Public aid to private schools. (11/25/70; 2 pp. typed; 8/28/80; 27 pp

mimeo.)

Personal property taxation of construction equipment. (12/4/70; I p
typed.)

LEGISLATIVE POSTAUDIT. (H. 6056; 2/17 71; 67 pp. printed.)
Fees as compensation for locally elected officials, (2/22/71; 2 pp. typed.)

�STATE ASSUMPTION OF LOCAL EDUCATION COSTS AND PRO-
VISION OF EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY. (H. 5447;
4/7/71; 209 pp. printed.)

Deficit funding of selected mass transit systems. (5/12/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Teachers’salaries and retirement benefits. (6/3/71; 4 pp. typed.)
State aid to the City of Gardner. (6/22/71; 1 p. typed.)
Federal Manpower programs. (7/1/71; 26 pp. typed.)
State aid for private pollution control. (8/25/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Taxation of elderly housing projects. (10/12/71; I p. typed.)
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES.

(S. 1243; 12/8/71; 67 pp. printed.)
State aid to Chicopee and Holyoke. (3/28/72; 3 pp. typed.)
Use of Highway Fund for mass transit. (5/3/72; 24 pp. mimeo.)
STATE ASSUMPTION OFCERTAIN REAL PROPERTYTAX EXEMP-

TIONS. (H. 5969; 5/10/72; 81 pp. printed.)
Mass, state lottery. (10/25/72; 1 p. typed & end.; 9/24/73; 1 p. typed.)
State aid to zoos. (6/12/72; I p. typed; 8/17/73; 8 pp. typed.)
Taxation of mobile homes. (11/30/72; I p. typed & end.)
Federal credit for state income tax payments. (12/6/72; 2 pp. typed.)
Special assessments of state property. (12/15/72; I p. typed & end.)
Maryland “off-track” betting proposals. (2/1 /73; Ip. typed & end.)
Population as a basis for state aid distributions. (2/5/73; 1 p. typed.)
STATE AIDTO PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

AND STUDENTS. (H. 6106; 2/28/73; 115 pp. printed.)
Recent 1/12 state budget acts. (3/1/73; I p. typed & end.)
State and local government expenditures. (3/7/73; 2 pp. typed.)
Rapid transit and commuter railroads. (7/6/73; 67 pp. mimeo.)
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Higher education budgetary procedures. (9/28/73; 2 pp. typed. See also
6/3/81, below.)

State “cherry sheets”. (10/25/73; 3 pp. typed.)
Recreational trailer excise tax. (11/27/73; 1 p. typed.)
Subsidy for certain cultural institutions. (11/30/73; 1 p. typed & end.)
POLITICAL PARTY STRUCTURE AND PUBLICCAMPAIGN FUND-

ING. (S. 1578; 1/23/74; 90 pp. printed.)
Retirement credit for servicemen. (2/8/74; 9 pp. mimeo & end.; 4/17/74; 2

pp. typed & end.)
Financial impact on City of Everett of Chapter 1140of 1973.(4/10/74; 7 pp

typed.)
MASSACHUSETTS TRANSIT SYSTEMS AND AID PROGRAMS

(H. 5996; 4/25/74; 217 pp. printed.)
States’ practices re deposit of funds. (12/9/74; 1 p. typed & end.)
Conn, decision re state aid to education. (1/20/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
Use of Highway Fund for other purposes. (1/28/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Mass, state lottery revenue. (2/24/75; 1 p. typed.)
Constitutionality of 1 & R use for Highway Fund aid. (2/25/75; 1 p. typed.)
Mass, rental assistance program. (3/10/75; 2 pp. typed & end.)

�RESTRICTING THE APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS ADDING TO
LOCAL GOVERNMENT COSTS. (H. 5841; 4/15/75; 163 pp. printed.)

Selected budgetary data on Mass, correctional institutions. (5/28/75; 2 pp.
typed.)

Funding of public transportation. (7/15/75; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Hotel & meal tax revenues. (10/28/75; 1 p. typed & end.)
“NESDEC” formula of school aid and property valuation. (12/15/75; 4 pp

typed.)
North Dakota state bank. (1/14/76; I p. typed & end.; 2/11 26; 1 p. typed&

end.; 6/8/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Estimated revenue increases from 1975 tax statutes. (1/21/76; 1 p. typed.)
Commuter and "head” taxes. (2/3/76; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Observance of Martin Luther King holiday. (2/6/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Cumulative building funds. (3/3/76; 1 p. typed.)
States’ personal income tax rates. (4/1/76; 1 p. typed & end.)
Unaccepted streets and Ch. 81 distributions. (5/13/76; 3 pp. typed.)
I ocal government payroll taxes. (5/24/76; 3 pp. typed & end.; 6/2/76; 2 pp

typed.)
A PLANNED PROGRAM BUDGETSYSTEM. (H. 5200;6/30/76;65 pp

printed.)
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§

ESTABLISHING A METROPOLITAN SERVICES FINANCING DIS-
TRICT IN THE BOSTON METROPOLITAN AREA. (S. 1680;

8/4/76; 349 pp. printed.)
Legislative appropriation of federal funds. (2/17/77; 1 p. typed & end.;

6/27/77; 1 p. typed & end.; 8/12/77; 1 p. typed & end.; 1/18/78; I p.
typed & end.; 3/10/78; 1 p. typed & end.; 3/20/78; I p. typed & end.;
2/1/79; 1 p. typed&end.;3/12/79; 1 p. typed & end.;9/20/79; I p. typed
& end.)

Cost of information re ballot questions. (6/7/77; 1 p. typed.)
“Workfare” programs. (6/20/77; 2 pp. typed & end.)
New England states’appropriations for the arts. (9/14/77; 1 p. typed &end.)
REIMBURSEMENT OF MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS FOR GENERAI

RELIEF CARE. (S. 1949; 10/13/77; 59 pp. printed.)
Full valuation and “cherry sheet” impact (City of Brockton). (11/4/77; 4 pp.

typed.)
Exemption from state income tax for military personnel. (11/ 30/77; 2 pp

typed.)
State revenue and state aid to Boston. (2/24/78; I p. typed & end.)
Pupil enrollments and costs in Mass. (3/27/78; I p. typed, 4/4/78; I p

typed.)
Local financial statistics reporting forms and bonding requirements

(4/13/78; 2 pp. typed.)
STATE SEVERANCE TAXES. (H. 5850; 4/21/78; 374 pp. printed.)
Anti-litter legislation. (5/18, 19, 31; 7/3, 4; and 10/22/78; all Ip. typed &

end.; 3/3,8/20, and 10/24/80; all Ip. typed & end; 3/23/81; 2 pp. typed.)
Pennsylvania decision re legislative appropriation offederal funds. (8/2 78;

2 pp, typed.)
Background of California’s “Proposition 13”. (10/2/78; 27 pp. typed.)
State aid to the arts. (10/19/78; 1 p. typed & end.; 9/3/80; 1 p.lyped&end
Assessment and classification of real property. (10/23/78; 2 pp. typed.)
VOTER APPROVAL OF BORROWING AND PROPERTY TAXES. (H

5576; 2/8/79; 57 pp. printed.)
Federally mandated programs. (4/10/79; I p. typed & end.)
The Classification Amendment and shelf legislation. (4/10/79; 2 pp. typed.)
fon-mileage taxes. (5/11/79; I p. typed & end.)
“Indexing”ofstates’income taxes. (6/13/79; 2 pp. typed & enc 10/9/80; I p

typed & end.)
Legislature’s amendatory powers re state budget. (6/28/79; 5 pp. typed &

end.)
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Spending limit and 4% “cap” law. (9/24/79; 7 pp. typed.)
Governor’s item veto power re capital outlay programs. (12/14/79; 2 pp

typed.)
FISCAL IMPACT OF STATE ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS

(H. 5954; 2/13/80; 50 pp, printed.)
Pending tax and spending limitation initiative proposals. (3/11/80; 2 pp

typed & end.; 8/4/80; 21 pp. mimeo.)
SITE VALUE TAXATION. (H. 6075; 3/12/80; 105 pp. printed.)
TAX-EXEMPT SECURITIES. (S. 2183 4/3/80; 57 pp. printed.)
Public funding of legislative elections. (4/10/80; 2 pp. typed & end.)
CIGARETTE BOOTLEGGING. (S. 2215; 4/16/80; 84 pp. printed.)
Financial impact of Administrative Regulations. (4/27/80; 2 pp. typed.)
LIMITING TAXATION AND SPENDING BY STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS. ( H. 6743; 6/10/80; 407 pp. printed.)
Local taxes for mass transit systems. (11/13/80; I p. typed & end.; 11/19/80;

6 pp. typed; 12/1 /80; 4 pp. typed.)
PROTECTION OF STATE’S INTEREST IN SCHOOL BUILDING

ASSISTANCE GRANTS. (H. 6291; 1/21/81; 52 pp. printed.)
Excise tax payment for auto registration. (2/2/81; 2 pp. typed.)
State assumption of welfare costs. (2/13/81; 5 pp. typed.)
R EQUI RING PRIOR LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF CERTAIN CON-

SENT DECREES. (H. 6362; 3/5/81; 129 pp. printed.)
Property tax deferral program for the elderly. (3/12/81; 1 p. typed.)
Lump sum appropriation financing of unified state systems of public higher

education. (6/3/81; 84 pp. mimeo.)
Petroleum products tax for mass transit. (5/20/81; 1 p. typed & end.;

6/23/81; I p. typed & end.)
Home Rule aspects re “2!A” bailout aid. (6/9/81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
Tax incentives for gasohol production. (7/29/81; I p. typed.)
Redemption rights and foreclosed property. (8/25/81; 2 pp. typed;

11/23/81; 3 pp. typed.)
Analysis/ commentary on “Tregor" bill. (10/19 81; 65 pp. mimeo.)
Local or regional nonproperty taxes. (11/16/81; 6 pp. typed.)
Local education costs and teachers’salaries in Mass. (12/4/81; 2 pp. typed.)
INDUS ! RIAL REVENUE BOND FINANCING. (H. 5829; 12/10/81; 46

pp. printed.)
Legislative history of initiative constitutional amendment limiting state and

local taxes. (2/22/82; 9 pp. mimeo.)
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4

Statistical problems in forecasting impact of “Cohen” amendment
(6/15/82; 6 pp. typed.)

Mass, initiative proposal for a constitutional amendment limiting state and
local taxation. (7/16/82; 161 pp. mimeo.)

Legislatures’procedures on “moral obligation” bills. (10/7/82; 4 pp. typed.)
Hotel occupancy tax for the arts. (10/28/82; 1 p. typed & end.)
Evanston, Illinois tuition tax proposal. (1/24/83; 1 p. typed & end.;

1/28/83; 1 p. typed & end.)
States’practices re settlementof delinquent personal income tax. (I / 25/ 83; 1

p. typed & 4 pp. table.)
Mass. “Prop. 2Vi" materials. (2/15/83; I p. typed & end.)
USER FEES AND CHARGES. (H. 6120; 3/9/83; 91 pp. printed.)
Regulation and taxation of video games. (3/21/83; folder of materials.)
Mental Health/Retardation appropriations, expenditures and census: Con-

necticut, New Hampshire and New Jersey. (4/8/83; 7 pp. typed.)
Casino gambling. (4/13/83; 335 pp. mimeo.)
Proposed and final budgets, FY 1983and 1984, selected states. (4/15/83; Ip.

typed & end.)
Limiting state tax revenues and use of the Initiative.(7/12/83; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

State statutes re taxation of credit unions. (7/19/83; I p. typed & end.)
Mass, tax revenues by source and expenditure category fiscal 1983

(9/22/83; I p. typed & end.)

Public Works

�THE NAMING OF STATE FACILITIES. (S. 525; 2/16/56; 17 pp.
printed.)

�SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND COSTS AND UNI-
FORM ARCHITECTURAL PLANS. (S. 675; 2/26/58; 155 pp.
printed.)

�STATE REIMBURSEMENT FOR UTILITY RELOCATIONS REQUIR-
ED BY HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION. (S. 501; 2/11/59; 110 pp.
printed.)

�FAIRNESS OF STATE SUBSIDY FORMULA FOR LOCAL SCHOOL
CONSTRUCTION. (S. 672; 6/22/59; 59 pp. printed. See also H. 6291 of
1981, below.)

�STATE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION CODES.
(S. 461; 1/11/60; 49 pp. printed.)
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�STATE AID TO CITIES AND TOWNS FOR HIGHWAY PURPOSES
(H. 3580; 12/6/61; 101 pp. printed.)

�RELOCATION ASSISTANCE FOR PERSONS AND FIRMS DIS-
PLACED BY PUBLIC ACTION. (H. 3495; 1/8/62; 42 pp. printed.)

Reorganization of Department of Public Works. (10/9/63; 32 pp. mimeo.)
�THE USE AND EFFECTS OF HIGHWAY DE-ICING SALTS. (S. 2;

1/65; 80 pp. printed.)
Separate legislative buildings. (6/6/68; 1 p. typed.)
Off-street parking garages. (7/24/69; 1 p. mimeo.)
Highway takings and cemeteries. (5/18/70; 2 pp. typed & ends.)
NEW TOWNS. (H. 6192; 7/29/70; 327 pp. printed.)
Eminent domain. (3/16/72; 2 pp. typed.)
LEASING OF FACILITIES FOR GOVERNMENTAL PURPOSES (H

5563; 4/5/72; 60 pp. printed.)
Public building construction in Boston Government Center. (11/13/72; 2

pp. typed.)
Cumulative building funds. (3/3/76; 1 p. typed.)
Unaccepted streets and Chapter 81 distributions. (5/13/76; 3 pp. typed.)
VANDALISM OF PUBLIC PROPERTY (H. 4951; 5/19/76; 101 pp

printed.)
Hazardous wastes emergencies. (3/22/79; 1 p. typed.)
Hazardous wastes and water supplies. (5/30/79; 2 pp. typed.)
Methods of hazardous waste disposal. (6/6/79; 2 pp. typed & end.)
Naming of state educational facilities. (7/12/79; I p. typed & end.)
Municipal parking authorities. (6/23/80; 3 pp. typed.)
PROTECTION OF THE STATE’S INTEREST IN SCHOOL BUILD-

ING ASSISTANCE GRANTS. (H. 6291; 1/21/81; 52 pp. printed.)
Stale eminent domain powers overcounty buildings and contents.(6/3 81; 2

pp. typed.)
Landfill regulation (8/13/81; I p. typed & end.)
Use of sodium hypochlorite in sewage treatment. (7/8 83; 2 pp. typed &

end.)

Recreation

�LICENSING AND REGULATING SUMMER CAMPS FOR CHIT
DRFN. (H. 2706; 2/9/56; 62 pp. printed.)

Regulation of dancing schools. (3/29/60; 2 pp. typed; 2/18/63; 30 pp
mimeo.)
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�STATE REGULATION OF SPEAR FISHING AT PUBLIC AND PRI-
VATE BEACHES. (H. 2994; 2/6/61; 64 pp. printed.)

�STATE BOARD TO CO-ORDINATE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
(S. 621; 12/19/61; 44 pp. printed.)

�COMMERCIAL SHOOTING PRESERVES. (H. 3694; 1/19/62; 53 pp
printed.)

�METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COMMISSION SEA AQUARIUM FOR
SOUTH BOSTON. (S. 700; 1/30/62; 34 pp. printed.)

�SKI LIFT AND TRAMWAY SAFETY. (S. 623; 12/4/63; 74 pp. printed.)
�AN ALL-WEATHER STADIUM FOR SOUTH BOSTON. (S. 728;

1/16/64; 30 pp. printed.)
�A BOSTON MULTI-PURPOSE SPORTS FACILITY. (S. 1002; 1/27/65;

85 pp. printed.) SUPPLEMENT. (S. 1125; 7/14/65; 35 pp. printed.)
�HARBOR REGULATION. (S. 1234; 11/15/65; 119 pp. printed.)
PUBLIC RECREATION ON PRIVATE LANDS AND LANDOWNERS’

LIABILITY. (S. 1136; 1/24/67; 47 pp. printed.)
Fencing of swimming pools. (1/30/67; 3 pp. typed.)
Regulation of snowmobiles. (4/27/67; 10 pp. mimeo.)
Equalization of taxes on commercial and fair racing. (I / 25/68; 2 pp. typed;

7/28/70; I p. typed & end.)
Financial aid for golf courses. (2/7/68; 1 p. typed.)
Federal aid for youth recreation centers. (7/31/68; 1 p. typed.)
Potential revenue from legalized gambling. (3/6/69; 2 pp. typed.)
Decisions re Anti-Aid Amendment. (6/18/70; 1 p. typed & end.)
Regulation of CATV. (8/9/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Municipal CATV systems. (1/17/72; I p. typed & end.)
State aid to zoos. (6/12/72; I p. typed; 8/17/73; 9 pp. typed.)
Maryland “off-track” betting proposals. (2/1 /73; 1 p. typed & end.)
Rock” concerts. (2/28/73; I p. typed & end.)

Federal, Mass, and Ohio requirements re veterans’ raffles. (10/18/ 74; 3pp
typed.)

Railroad rights of way as recreational trails. (7/8/75; I p, typed &

questionnaire.)
Control of over-use of state parks. (9/8/76; I p. typed.)
New England states’appropriations for the arts. (9/14/ 77; Ip. typed & end.)
Proposed summer camp regulations. (9/20/78; 7 pp. typed.)
State aid to the arts. (10/19/78; I p. typed & end.; 9/3/80; I p. typed & end.)
Selected aspects ofcasino gambling in New Jersey. (2/19/81; 3 pp. mimeo.)
TIME SHARING. (H. 6696; 9/17/82; 8 pp. printed.)
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V

Hotel occupancy taxes for the arts. (10/28/82; I p. typed & end.)
Regulation and taxation of video games. (3/21 /83; folder of materials.)
Casino gambling. (4/13/83; 335 pp. mimeo.)

�REGIONAL AIRPORTS AND AERIAL APPROACHES. (S. 620;
1/22/58; 32 pp. printed.)

�GROSS WEIGHT OF CERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLES. (H. 2880;
1/20/60; 54 pp. printed.)

�STATE TAX ANDOTHER RELIEF FOR COM MUTER RAILROADS
(S. 535; 2/7/61; 99 pp. printed.)

�USE OF ZONE FARES IN MAJOR AMERICAN CITIES. (S. 520;
2/15/61; 35 pp. printed.)

Pros and cons of Governor’s transportation plan. (6/3/64; 29 pp. mimeo.)
�REDUCED FARES FOR THE ELDERLY. (S. 711; 1/17/66; 43 pp

printed.)
Transportation authorities in Mass. (11/27/67; 1 p, typed.)
THE PROMOTION OF THE PORT OF BOSTON. (H. 4852; 6/5/68; 60

pp. printed.)
TAX EXEMPTION OF RAILROAD RIGHTS-OF-WAY. (S. 1429;

4/2/70; 53 pp. printed.)
Deficit funding of selected mass transit systems. (5/12/71; 2 pp. typed.)
Use of Highway Fund for mass transit. (5/3/72; 24 pp. mimeo.)
Rapid transit and commuter railroads. (7/6/73; 67 pp. mimeo.)
RAILROAD SERVICE FROM BOSTON TO BROCKTON AND CAPE

COD. (S. 1698; 3/27/74; 37 pp. printed.)
Financial impact on City of Everett ofChapter I 140 of 1973. (4 10 74; 7pp

typed.)
MASSACHUSETTS TRANSIT SYSTEMS AND AID PROGRAMS

(H. 5996; 4/25/74; 217 pp. printed.)
Federal transportation assistance programs, 1789-1973. (7 16 74; 24 pp

mimeo.)

Use of Highway Fund for other purposes. (1/28/75; 2 pp. typed.)
Constitutionality of I & R use for Highway Fund aid. (2/25 75; I p. typed.)
Railroad rights of way as recreational trails. (7 8/75; I p. typed &

questionnaire.)
Funding of public transportation. (7/15/75; 3 pp. typed & end.)

Transportation
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Michigan rules re transportation of hazardous materials. (4/21/77; J. typed
& end.)

School bus safety. (2/21/78; 7 pp. typed.)
Ton-mileage taxes. (5/11/79; 1 p. typed & end.)
CRIMES ON PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS. (H. 5955;

2/13/80; 45 pp. printed.)
Local taxes for mass transit systems. (11/13/80; I p. typed & end.; 11/19/80;

6 pp. typed; 12/1/80; 4 pp. typed.)
Traffic commissions in cities and large towns. (5/12/81; 3 pp. typed.)
Petroleum products tax for mass transit. (5/20/81; 1 p. typed & end.;

6/23/81; 1 p. typed & end.)
California aircraft noise standards. (6/9/81; 3 pp. typed & end.)
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GENERAL LAWS, CHAPTER 3, SECTIONS 56-61
(As inserted by Acts of 1954, chapter 607 1 § 2, and subsequently
amended.)

SECTION 56. There is hereby established a legislative research
council, hereinafter called the council, to consist of four members of
the senate, to be designated annually by the president thereof, and
eight members of the house of representatives, to be designated annu-
ally by the speaker thereof, who shall serve until their respective
successors have been appointed and who may be reappointed; pro-
vided, however, that no member shall serve after he ceases to be a
member of the general court. The membership appointed to the coun-
cil from each branch of the general court shall be equally divided
between the two major political parties. The president of the senate and
the speaker of the house of representatives shall appoint the chairman
and vice chairman, respectively, of the council. Members of the council
shall serve without pay as such but shall be reimbursed for all necessary
expenses, and while the general court is not in session shall be reim-
bursed for travel and expenses to and from their homes to the state
house at the same rate as that paid to members of the general court
when it is in session. The members of said council shall not be deemed
to be executive or administrative officers within the meaning of the
constitution, but shall serve directly under the general court. (Amend-
ed by Acts of 1961, c. 118; Acts of 1965, c. 443; Acts of 1967, c. 291.)

SECTION 57. The council shall determine all policies with respect
to a legislative research program as hereinafter provided, and shall
provide for the creation of a legislative research bureau, hereinafter

APPENDIX B.

STATUTE ESTABLISHING LEGISLATIVE
RESEARCH COUNCIL AND BUREAU.

'Section I declares "that the volume and complexity of legislative matters before the general
uirt ha\c shown a prodigious increase since theclose ofWorld War II; that the technical aspects

of many of these matters are ol such a nature as to require a high degree ofspecialization on the
part of the legislative members; that painstaking, exhaustive and accurate fact-finding is a
necessity in the proper discharge of legislative duties in a legislative body encompassing the scope
of the genei al court ol Massachusetts; that a legislative research stall is currently recognized as an
invaluable and indispensable tool in theefficient performance of the legislative process; and that it
is the intention of this act to establish a legislativeresearch staff which shall perform its duties ina
manner completely impartial and non-partisan at all times and in conformance with the highest
standards of research practice for the assistance and benefit of the members, committees and

is of the general court
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called the bureau, under its direction, which shall carry out the policies
so determined.

SECTION 58. The council shall appoint a person qualified by edu-
cation, training and experience who shall be the director of the bureau.
The council shall also appoint such assistants to the director as are
necessary to carry out the program of statistical research and fact-
finding by the council. The compensation of the director and other
bureau employees shall be subject to the approval of the committee on
rules of the two branches, acting concurrently, of the general court.
The director and his assistants shall not be subject to chapter thirty-
one. (Amended by Acts of 1955, c. 137.)

SECTION 59. The bureau shall assist the members of the general
court and any committee and recess commission thereof in all matters
requiring statistical research or fact-finding in connection with pro-
posed legislation or other matters pertaining to the functions of the
general court.

SECTION 60. The bureau shall be provided with quarters in the
state house or elsewhere at a location convenient to the general court
and shall, upon request, be furnished with such information and
records by all departments, divisions, agencies and political subdivi-
sions of the commonwealth as are not deemed to be confidential and
are required by it for the proper conduct of its duties. Every special
committee or commission and every jointcommittee sitting during the
recess of the general court which is established by the general court or
by either branch thereof to make a study or investigation in connection
with proposed legislation shall, if no other provision is made and in the
absence of a vote to the contrary by such committee or commission,
within ninety days after the final date for filing its report turn over to
the bureau all the papers, records and material acquired during the
existence of the committee or commission. The bureau shall turn over
to the state library, such papers, records and material which it deems to
merit preservation and shall destroy the remainder. (Amended by Acts
of 1955, c. 579.)

SECTION 61. The bureau shall make such reports to the council as
are required by it. The council may report from time to time to the
general court and shall make an annual report in writing to the general
court by filing a copy of the same with the clerk of the house of
representatives on or before the second Wednesday of November in
each year.
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